Ç. JoNES,

^

Smith Λ Macîunien,
MAINS.

PARIS,
«η
of K«neral machinery, steam
Maijufa<'tiiref
and tools,
work. spool machinery hum le and
drills
an·!
die»
tape,
ι»,'·*·ι»·· >·ι·#'·
and threshing ina
wing, mowing
» re·:
M«t all kinds, presses, guus, pie
re·
etc., neatly au·! promptly
.l'iivo. tray.·»,
done to or 1er.
Steam an^l wntrr piping
Mil ΤΗ

t.

-,

il à·

I

CUAHLf

HOLT & BARNES, Law,
'««»>·

i(t«rM)<

I'ouuarllurit at

Nukwat, Maixk

B.ock.
list! iw.i>
Λ,;ϋΙ«.Κ Λ PARK,

J

I

p. I;.vk.n

β

Chakl.

Hour.

h.

Attorneys at Law,

MAINE.
C· Park

ItH'llKL,
K· Herrici.
A Mis

Kllerj

WOODBURY, A.M., M.i).,

^OliAllO

Physician & Surgeon,

MAINE.

>OlΓΗ PARIS,

re-Mence, 14

PARKER,

I> I slit Κ Λ

I)

>riiey» an·!

\it

High Street.

Counsellor*

at

U«,

MAINE.
>1P«>Kl) FALLS,
ι. Collection l>epartmetit.
Ralph T. Parker
I>. Blsbee,

.1
A -}■.
tie r.·

BICK,

L

Surgeon Dentist,
-i

\

work warrante·!.

P. JONES A

Κ

soKWAY,
1

MAINE.

PARIS,

-·>Γ I'll

SON,

Dentists,

MAINE.

Main St.

«

LKKKT l>. I*ARK,

a

Licensed

ril l'A K1S,
Terni» Moderate.

Auctioneer,

MAINE.

■4. ii

K.SM1TU,

Attorney at Law,

MAINE
a specialty

viRWAY,

Collections

Horn· B ock.

JOHN

5.

HARLOW,

Attorney at Law,

1>! XF1

MAINK.

ELD,

J. WALDO

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
GRANGE BLOCK,

Over Advertiser Office,

NOR Λ'ΛΥ.

SOTU'ES.
ιιί IgKreatwl In ellber of the estates

H KO HATE
Τ

;·'
titer

name·! :
.tie Court held at Par!», In an I for the
<>.xf «nl.on the :Jrd Tuesday of Apr.
.ir of our Luril one thousand nine hunr>een
r»·
in·, the following matter
r·
u- l r..r the action thereupon hereinafter
(ttHKUU:
it
!·»
hereby
t.
li
l:i
UmvmI Ih· gtveu t·» all person* In·
I:
«ί·
h
u-lng a copy of till.·· onler t>> be
t>
three weeks successively In the Ox·
>.
r it, a newspaper published at South
( ounty, that they may appear at a
l':ir
t to be hel'l at'saM Parls, on the
I
..
lulr
!·>· of May, A. I). IHUI, at » of the
:
tli·· forenoou.and be heard thereon If
»
herein
U 11'
lo.r sy
In t '·.

:

having

-·

lhe\

.iuse.

-·■·'

1.1/. AP.KTII S PRINCE, late of Pari», de·
Petition for order of ill-trlbutlon of
rcma'.ulng In hi- hand· and petltl u for
il of collateral Inheritance tax prelames S. Wright, executor.
sent
·,ι-« :

:

iii'

M.I'.Kin W\Rf>, minor ehll«! of Elora E.
Kffth and dual
W
i< »f lllriD, 'ItcMacil.
E<lw'ti !..
h te·! for allowauee by
Pour, guardian.
-·

··

1ΙΚ/-ΚΙΛΗ It. Κ KITH, late of llartford.de\V i I and petition tor probate thereof
l>v Marcus E.
te
Keith, the executor
Ι·γ·
therein named.
cei-

IIK/KKI Ml Ο

AMI'S, late of Hartford, delicense t > sell and convey
by William Koye, ailuilti

tea-· ι.
Petition for
π ·. e-tate presented

Utratwr.

%

ΒΚΚΓΙΙΑ M an·I FLORENCE E. WORM
Porter, war·!». Petition for licence to
uvey real estate presented by George
■J sweat, guardian.
■·

■

»i V β. BROWN, late of Waterfonl. de
-<
Plr-t aceount presented for a lowance
by tj >rge II Billings, a<lmlnl»tr:>t >r.
I\';MS «_ M AKP.LK.lateof Pari», deceased.
W
petition for probate Uiereof presented
K. Pierce an<l EIUal>eth II. Thayer,
by Kan

■<

tlie cxeeatrlces therein nauie<l·
II!

M A. ESTES, laU' of Woodstock, de·
Petition for an allowance out of per·

\

"· t«

/:n\ s ^ToS Ε. late of Lowell, In the Comν»,
tli of Mam chusetts, denuwl.
Copy
·.■" w:
.1 petition for allowance thereof pre> Luther K. stone, a trustee under said
"

MMl'H. A. BUM PCS. late of Pari», dei-·
Will ami petition for probate thereof
(·.-■·-. le
by Julia A. ltumpus, the executrix
therein named.
A

IIKRRICK, Judgeof
copy—Attest:

Λ Id· ISO Ν K.
true

ALBKRT D. PARK.

said Court.

Register.

I'ltUKATE SOTKKS.
Τ
wr- ins interested tn either of the Estates
hereinafter name·!:
At a Probate Court, hel'l at Parle, In and
fur the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday
of April, In the year of our Lonl one thousand
ati!·
The following matter
ii'lred aiid one.
pre-ented for the action thereupon
•Ίιτ>·!ι afier Indicated, It 1» hereby Οκυκκκυ:
Γ ι'. ··ιι·τ thereof l>e given to nil persons In
terv-t···!, by causing a copy of this order to be
Κ· '■ .• •ι three weeks successively In the Ox
: "τ·: Imii,» rat. a newspaper published at South
Purl-, In said I ountv, that they may appear at a
Pro λourt to be held at Ruutfori· Kail*, on the
ΙΊ,.— lay of May, A. I). MM, at a of the
MOM
<' '« k In tli
forenoon, and be he .rd thereon If
■

they

-*e

cause.

'ι 1>ITII II· »W K, late of Woodstock, deceased.
Will and petition lor probate thereof presented
l>> -lame W Stuart, tbe executor therein nanie<l.

■M KIoN K. TRASK, late of Peru, deceased.
Petltl·
for an allowance out of the personal
Male presented by Amanda M. Trask, «Mow.

•I"!l\ I TllWLK, late of Uixtteld, deceased,
tint preseuted for allowance by WtllU
K. Tow le, executor.
ADDISON E. HERRICK,
Judge of said Cottr.
Λ true ropy—Attest
AI.HKRT Γ». PARK. Regis t L·-

t

Tl

.lOTKK.

hereby gives notice that he
luly appointed administrator of tlie

subscriber

tu- been
«state of

AMiRfcW M. MKRRIMAN, late of Norway,
ta the County of Oxford, ileceased, and given
MM I· aa lit law directs. All persons having
demands against tbe estate of said deceased are
'lesIre· I to present tbe same for settlement, and
ail lu .elite·! thereto are requested to make pay

Immediately.
Al'rti l».th, MM

œent

WALTER L. GRAY.
AOTICK.

The -ul-crlber hereby gives notice that he
lia- bee'i «luly appointe*! administrator of the
estate of
!iiiM.»>K K. M ERRI MAX. late of Norway,
In the County of < χford, ileceased, and given
All persons having
tw 'lirects.
demands against the estate of said deceased
are it sire·ι to
present the same for settlement,
a»'1 all Indebted thereto are
requested to make
payment Immediately.
WALTER L. GRAY.
April Kth. MM
notice.

Th·· -u-criber
hereby gives notice that he has
l**n duly
appolute·! administrator of the
estate of
J \ M ES G. DAVIS, late of Woodstock.
to It
·-lounty of oxford, deceased, and given
w»n«ls as the law 'lirects. All persons havlug
demands against the estate of sail deceased are
desired to orcent the same for settlement, and
•II tndebte·! thereto are
requested to make payment lin mediately.
MI Nor S. DAY IS.
t'ith, l:«Jl.

.lOTKS.
The «ul'scrlber hereby gives notice that he has
l*en luly appointed administrator of the estate
CATHERINE C. STl'ART. late of Oxford,
In the
Couuty of Oxfonl, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
•le-lre'i to present the sai..e for settlement, and
*11 In lebte l thereto are
requested to make payment Immediately.
ROSCOE F. STAPLES.
_April 16th, 1'JOl.
SOTKE.
The subscriber
hereby gives notice that he has
'«en duly appointe·! executor of the last will
an·' testament of
SARAIi l). M A KTIN, late of Greenwood,
In the
County of Oxfonl, deceased, and given
'"Ode a« the law directs. All
persons having
demands against the estate of said
deceased are
Ί«ι.Ιred to present the same for settlement, an«l
*11 Indebted thereto are
to make pay
requested
ment Immediately.
April Ititli, 1901.
WILLIAM H.MARTIN.
S OTIC EU

Ï
Γ

The subscriber hereby gives notice that she has
duly appointed executrix of the last
jjeen
will aad testament of
SAMl'KL K. KR1GGS, late of Paris,
u> the
County of Oxford, deceased, and given
wnd· as the law directs.
AH persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
,lre-1 present the saute for settieuieut, and
lodebte·' thereto are requested to make pay
®ent Immediately.
April Itith, iwu.
LOUISA J. BR1GGS.
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GOOD FOOD PRODUCTS COMMAND
GOOD PRICES.
Central Xew York dairymen are, fortfltKKD τη κ Flow ·'
unately, solving the important problem
of the sanitary milk supply for New
Correepoi. leuit on practical agricultural topics
York city, whose citizens are willing to
le solicited. A'Mreee all communications Id
tended tor this department to HKs'iit I). Ham- pay a good price for a good product.
mond, Agricultural Editor Oxford Democrai
Dairymen who persist in sending bad
Paris, Me.
products in bad condition must suffer
the just penalty of low and unprofitable
EXPERIENCE WITH SWAMP MUCK
prices.
About twenty-five years ago, our home
Good milk is the product of healthy
w;>s
locatcd very near an adjoining cows, properly kept, cared for, and judi»wampy region. Some agricultural pa- ciously and generously fed, pastured,
the aud housed, i'ure water is as essential
pers were advocating and extolling
ji.eat use of |>eat, and through tliem we fur animals yielding meat or milk of the
*vere induced to get a quantity of it takbest quality, as are the rich grasses of
1 believe it was early iu Novem- the pasture and the best and soundest
eu out.
ber that we commenced work bydi'jgin*? hay and feed in the clean, well-ventilated
and wheeling with wheelbarrows the barns in the cold season of the year
material to higher groundt which was Daily exercise in the open air in dry,
near by; a certain quantity of air-slaked clean, sunny yards is also indispensable
lime was used and spread over the whole for the health and comfort of the herd.
surface of the pile whenever eight or ten All these combined are essentially necesinches of muck had been added to it. sary for prime milk or meat.
The following winter, during the months
From an extensive experience in the
of January and February, the entire lot inspection of hundreds of milk dairies
was
taken away and deposited on a seuding milk to Xew York and Brooksandy piece of land that had received a lyn. I regret to be compelled to state
I moderate dressing of stable manure the that not one in ten was cleanly or saniI previous fall. It was spread about three tary or well managed.
or four inches thick, thoroughly mixed
No matter how good a product may
with the soil the next spring, at which be. if it is badly marketed the price will
time it readily pulverized almost as fine- be low, and it will be non-paying. But
ly as the sj'nd itself. On this laud straw- the ρ oducer who seuds his product to
berries were planted, which received market in a neat, presentable condition
good care and made magnificent plants, will soon be rewarded by good prices
in consequence of which we looked for a and increasing demand.
As an example, I refer to the products
heavy crop the following season.
The result was more than satisfactory, of farms located near Oswego, Χ. Y.,
and I have not, as yet, seen an equal where the cows are pure bred, and where
is
crop of strawberries grown ou sandy perfect sanitation in every minutia
land, no matter how well enriched with scrupulously compelled. The pastures
alternate
stable manure only. We have at no time are the best possible, with
used peat without the use of lime, uor changes at intervals; the barns are large,
have we used it raw, but would not hes- roomy, and well ventilated; the yards
itate to do so, provided that it had been are covered, clean, and large; the stables
exposed to at least one winter's frost and milking sheds in summer are kept
before incorporating it into the soil. iu neatness; the milk, as soon as drawn,
The effect of its use on sandy soil, when is removed to be re-strained and cooled,
used in liberal quantities, is, no doubt, bottled and sent by express in refrigerbeneficial, as it tends to change the text ator cars to the neat Xew York city
ure of such soil, making it more com- depots, whence it is delivered to wellpact and retentive of moisture. It is ..in- satisfied customers at from twelve to
like stable manure, in that it is very lifteen cents per quart bottle. Butter of
much more lasting. As to its actual perfect quality brings from forty to fifty
value, as compared with average manure, cents a pound in two to six pound neat
I am not prepared to say; but, so far as packages; and perfectly fresh eggs in
our experience goes, it is worth a great pretty baskets or cases holding from
deal more than it costs to get it out, un- four to twenty dozens are sold by the
less it has to be hauled a long distance. quarter's worth at the city depot, bringThe difference of opinion in regard to ing the highest market prices the year
its use may l>e owing to the kind of soil through.
that it is used upon, and also to the fact
Dairymen and producers generally
that peat is so variable iu substance. In pursuing these admirable plans will alHolland, where it is largely used as fuel, ways have generous customers. Cusits value consists in its weight, the light- tomers are eagerly seeking first-class
est, of a flaky, or, rather, of a spongy, producers, and are willing to pay good
Tho kind prices. It pays to market the finest
nature being the poorest.
there known as hard turf is the kind products finely. Our producers need to
with which we made our experiments, study and imitate the French in taste
and is the ouly variety we ever used for and neatness in marketing goods. In
agricultural purposes.—John Van Loon, Paris may be seen neat ingenuity disin Hural New Yorker.
played in putting up all the varied products for sale—of fruit, of vegetables, of
meats, and of poultry. For example: A
HOW TO SAVE MANURE.
ham of veal is put into a cornucopia of
AVhile going around the country, I see
perforated figured paper, decorated with
is
quite a few barns where the manure
roses; a leg of lamb is decorated with
iu
is
of
and
out
holes
lying
being thrown
fresh green mint: a bunch of plucked
a while,
iu
Once
the
eaves.
under
piles
fowls is grouped with gold and silver
there are water conductors on the barn,
pheasants; a bunch of young radishes is
but usually where manure is thrown out tied with
green ribbon, etc. Or in some
this way the water from the eaves falls of our own neat stores and markets will
h^s
been
that
all
it.
on
After
directly
be seen similar tasteful methods, where
written and said on this subject, it is the cream of
prices are realized for goods
in
Eastern
the
that
one,
any
surprising
no better than those offered in other
States at least, will follow the practice.
places where 110 pains are taken to show

among the farmers.
··

[

Within

a

week

a

dairyman complained them

about the poor returns he
got. Kight in sight, while he was talking, were the little piles of manure under the eaves of his barn. It is too late
now, my dear friends, to fix the stable
floor, but there is no ueed of throwing
manure out where half its value, more
or less, will leach away, and where it
will rot the barn. Even with water conductors ou the barn, it will waste seriously when in a number of piles. Ami
your farm needs this plant food that
leaches away, and it w ill take many dollars of your hard-earned money to buy
back iu fertilizers as much as you have
bitterh to

me

practicable for you to draw
manure directly on to your land and
spread it from day to «lay, wliy, buy a
wheelbarrow and w heel it out and pile it
away from the eaves and surface wash.
It isn't much more work than throwing
it out of holes, l'erhaps you can select
a place to make the pile where you can
have a plank runway arranged to lead
right up on to the heap. The first step
the writer made thirty years ago in this
liue of inauure saving was to buy a
wheelbarrow. Manure had beeu thrown
I wheeled it out
out to waste before.
and threw it up on to the pile, as a runway could not be arranged readily.
Then, before a rain, I shoveled up the
edges of the pile that would leach out.
This was the very beginning of building
up the fertility of the farm. I scattered
the horse manure iu thin layers over the
We do just the same way
cow manure.
now, only there is a roof over where we
make the pile—a manure shed. This preThe pile in the open yard
vents all loss.
was much better than several piles under the eaves, and as well as we could
do then.—T. B. Terry, in Practical FarmIt' it i> n<>t

er.

ABOUT FARM LANOSIN NOVA SCOTIA.
Around Halifax, the soil is well adapted for raising hay and grain and all
sorts of fruits and vegetables, and farms,
ranging iu size from seventy-five to two
hundred acies, with comfortable buildings, are valued at $1,000 to $4,000.
These facts are give out by B. W. Chi'vman, secretary for agriculture of Nova
Scotia. At Milford, tàe lands are rich,
aud no artificial or other fertilizers are
ever needed, natural condition making
lie soil practically inexhaustible- Farms
can be bought in this section at very reasonable rates. The land is also admirably adapted for the graziug of sheep
Several adjoining settl
and cattle.
ments comprise much well-wooded land,
which could be bought at η oderate
prices, and, under intelligent cultivation,
soon brought into first-class condition.
Near the center of the peninsula, much
dairying is carried on, and the cheese
aud butter factory at Brooktield has
been operated for some years, with encouraging success. Truro has several
manufacturing industries, and also the
largest milk-condensing factory in the
Dominion of Canada. Still farther north,
around Pugwash, are a number of good
farms, ranging iu price from $1,000 to
£i,000. This district cuts vast quantities of hay aud raises much stock.
Cape Breton Island contains many excellent farms, having largo stretches of
fertile lauds. Here lands are exceedingly low, considering the intrinsic value of
the land from an agricultural standpoint.
Good farms, with more or less comfortable buildings, can be had as low as
$S00. In all these sections, the quality
of the products is superior iu every respect. Mr. Chipman explains that the
reasou farms and lands can be had at
such low prices is mainly that the
younger members of the communities
began, as long as forty years ago, to
move to the.United States, and the migration has kept up, to a more or less
extent, ever since. The old settlers,
who have made an easy living by fishing,
lumbering, and working the mines, have
paid comparatively little attention to
agriculture, hence many of the best
farms have been allowed to run down,
but need only a little intelligent work
It is probably only a
to reclaim them.
question of time when the land will be
uuder a more perfect state of cultivation, and prices will naturally be higher.—New England Homestead,

The longer the calf is left with the
mother, the harder it will be to teach it
The longer it is left with the
to drink-

to

advantage.

EXPERIENCE VALUABLE FOK SILO
BUILDERS
As you want some information about
round silos, I will give you my experiI have the first one that was built
ence.
in the state, I think, and got my idea
from a man who, I think, belonged in
New Hampshire, and made mine from
his directions. It is twenty feet high
and thirteen feet in diameter, made of
hemlock planks, iixt! inchcs, and nine
hoops of three-fourths inch iron. The
three at the bottom are fifteen inches
apart. The bottom of the silo is cemerited.

I

did the worK, witn

ex-

the blacksmith work, myself,
with a total cost of $15. No one luis one
that keeps ensilage better, and as for the
waste room at the coiners, I can put
more hay in the same space than I could
if the silo was not there, and the hay
keeps it warm.
Staves three or four inches wide are
just as good. Mine are just as they
came from the saw, but I would have
them planed on the edges, as they will
be more even, the silo will be straighter
and would look better, but would add
nothing to the keeping of the corn, as
the hoops will keep it air tight. There
have been ten built in this section since
mine. A number will be put up this
year. Some that had square oues will
build round ones. I had to have eyes
made on my hoops, but now they have
couplings that make much less work.
In place of three-fo uths inch Iron, use
live-eighths inch ivon with three-fourths
inch ends welded on. There is no need
Six-inch staves will
to bevel the staves.
not warp—A Header, in Maino Farmer.

ception of
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Editor Democrat:

—

I think that you and your readers will call this
written by a
poem an "embodied sob." It was
Australian poet by the name of Kendale.
In
1882.
In
le died
Sydney

Îoung

John.

Take this rose and very gently place It

der, deep

MOB80λ where

asleep;

our

Utile

on

..

[

...

Put the blossoms close to baby—kneel with me,
mv love, and prav;
We muft leave tho bird we burled—say good-bye
to her to-day.
In the shadow of our trouble, wo must go to other

&Μ &Μ &Èéb By Α· Ε. W. t\*soη.

lande,

And the (lowers we have fostered will be left to
other hands;
Other eyes will watch them f,row lng, other feet
will softly tread
Where two hearts are nearly breaking, where so
many tears are shed.
Bitter Is the world we live In; life and love are
mixed with pain ;
We will never see the daisies—never water them

«·

Ah I the saddest thought In leaving baby in this
bush alono
Is that we have not been able on her grave to
place a stone.
We have been too poor to do it; but, my darling,
never mind ;
God Is In the gracious heavens, and Ills sun and
rain are kind.
They will dress the spot with beauty; they will
1
make the grasses grow.
Many wln<ie will lull our birdie; many songs
will come and go.
Here the blue-eyed spring will linger; here the
shining month will stay
Like a lrlend by Araluen, when we two are far
away.

fallen and the cabmen were thinking
of lighting their lamps they saw him
dally walk from the direction of Regent street to this one corner and turn
at a right angle along this one street.
On each day of the last three weeks
they had seen him do this—in fact,
ever since the straw had been spread
on the roadway of this street before
And so familiar a
the tenth house.
figure had he grown to them that they
had come In a rough, Jesting way
which still concealed something of
sympathy to speculate with each other
from the look of his face as he returned and from the manner of his

But, beyond the wild, wide waters, we will tread
another shore;
We will never watch this blossom, never see It
A

more.

Girl, whose hand at God's high aliar In the dear
dead year I pressed,
Lean your stricken head upon me, this is still
vour lover's breast.
She wlio sleeps was first and sweetest; none wo
have to take her place;
Empty la the little cradle; absent Is the little
face.
Other children may be given, but this rose be-

I

yond recall,

But this garland of your girlhood, will be dearest of them all.
None will ever, Araluen, nestle where you used
to be,
In ray heart of hearts, you darling, when the
world was new to me.
We were young when you were with us, Mfe and
love were haupy thtugs
To your father ana your mother, ere the angels
gave you wings.

walk whether today "she was better 01
was worse."
As the straw, however, got more and
more trampled Into a muddy pulp such
speculations grew more and more diffi
cult, for the habit of these dally visits

R. O. Jones, Winslow, has six Jersey
cows that made a good showing for the
month of January, 1901. Mr. Jaynes,
proprietor of the Waterville creamery,
gave him a check forcreau, $45.70; milk
sold, $1.80; total, $47.02. He used all
the milk and cream needed in the family,
and one gallon of cream was used at a

me the lot austere.
on the man of
letters hereLet me feel that you are near me; lay your hand
within mine own;
You are all I have to live for, now that we are
lc.t alone.
Three there were, but one has vanished. Sins of
mine have made vou w jp ;
But forgive your baby's father, now that baby Is

pressing, with its hardship,

eo,'for

the windows, but the glance was unconscious and merely habitual. Again
before the
the passing of a
door and the noisy chatter of Its occupants no longer brought him to a stop
and set him staring after it with a
queer sense of incongruity between the
life which laughed outside and the life
which flickered paiufully behind the

LUCERNE TO MILAN.
(Extract from Hon. D. P. Bailey's Letters.)
Spent three days at Montreux, which
is situated at the head of Lake Lernan.
We visited the Castle of Chillon,
talized by Bvron, and saw tho dungeon
where Bonnivard was chained to a pillar |
four years, with no lloor but the ground.
The guide showed us the rock on which
condemned prisoners passed their last
night on earth, the remains of the gibbet
on which they wero hanged, and the
opening in the wall through which they
were thrust into the lake, three hundred
feet deep at this point. We also ascended by the funicular railway at an angle
of about forty-live degrees to Glion, and
thence by a ratchet and cog railroad to
Caux, three thousand, seven hundred
and fifty feet above sea level. We visited the famous old Cathedral at LauIt is about six hundred years |
sanne.
old, and has a beautiful chime of bells,
and a telephone, high up in the tower,
thus strangely blending the old and new.
From Lausanne, we had superb views
of the mountains of the Bernese Oberland, including the Yungfrau. The valleys, now free from snow, with their villages of picturesque cottages, were very
pleasing, contrasting with the snow-clad
The forests arc almost
mountains.
wholly of evergreen. Among the Alps,
Since our I
we again see wooden houses.
arrival at Lucerne, have been enjoying

W.

One of the nurses chanced to open
the door, and she answered hitn grave-

'Will you come In, if you please?"
Landale stepped into the hull, and
the nurse continued:
"Miss Alusworth would like to see

some ut

you."

"She is up, then?"
"No!" and the pause which followed
sufficiently commented upon the word.
Landale leaned against the wall of the
passage without speaking. The nurse,
as though to give him time to recover
himself, walked very slowly to the foot

ROMLÏKS,

sedately

Τ

H

dare to look toward the bed.
The
moist atmosphere of a sickroom enveloped him and exaggerated his notion of the change which sickness had
worked in her appearance. However,
her voice welcomed him—a voice enfeebled and yet familiar as he had not
expected It to be—and he was forced
to look that way. All that he saw, or,
at all events, all that he was conscious
of seeing, was a tangled mass of curls
showing dark against the white pillow
and framing a fragile white face which
in Its turn was the setting of a pjft· ot
eyes unnaturally lustrous and unnaturally big. But as the eyes met his be
noticed a look of appeal In tbem, and
the white face flushed and flushed
Immediately to so clear a scarlet that
the skin seemed to have thinned to the
tensity of tissue paper.
Obedient to the suggestion of her
hand. Lausdnie seated himself on the
bedside, thinking the while of the

■OVAL

same strain, plying his
memory for fancies which hail once
come to him naturally aud simulating
an ardor of expression to make them
pass as spontaneous now. And all the
time he still seemed to be standing outside himself, noticing with a sense of
Irony the hollowuess of the words he
spoke aud the credence with which she
accepted them and speculating on the
reversal in their positions which the
mere shadow of death sufficed to bring
about At times, indeed, ho felt that
she must needs be conscious of this
third presence which was really himself, aud then he plunged deeper into

way disappointing expectation,
and he would never be able to repair
the omission. Landale looked away in
very shame, and his eyes fell upon a
little shoe which lay kicked beneath a
chair beside the bed. Hardly knowing
what he did, he picked it up, held it In
The shoe
bis hand, turned it over.
was almost new, so that the arch of
sole between the heel and the ball of
the foot was still white. That arch
would now never be soiled, he said to
himself, and tried that way to realize
the truth. And then_a sob from the

V^_

Lundalc leaned against the wall vdthout

treated you very badly."
"Oh, no!" replied Landale and was
aware of a conventional politeness in
bis voice which Bounded singularly out
of place.
"There
"But I did," she insisted.
were others, weren't there?
Always
others, and still I never let you go."
Then she nestled down in the bed, the
compunction died out of her voice and

hearth.
Should a vestal maiden allow the sacred fire to become extinguished she
was beaten by the grand pontiff till
her blood flowed, and the new lire was
solemnly rekindled by rubbing together of dry wood or by focusing of sun's
The circular form and domed
rays.

isfaction. "I was so sure of you, you
You were a sort of solid banksee.
ing account. I knew that I could always draw on you foi--kindness." She
hesitated slightly on the word and
finally uttered it in a note of question
as though there was a better which she
had not the right to use, but would
gladly take from him.
Landale, however, did not remark
the inflection, being still occupied with
his inability to feel the position, for

round.—Cornhill Magazine.

ImpoNMlble ni the Price.
A certain parvenu of proat wealth
has hanging In his drawing room π
large η nil hideous daub In oils which
some dealer In Paris Induced him to
buy. lie is very fond of taking a callthe arm, loading him before lite
er

He had accustomed himsell
to use the thought of her as a stimu
lus to effort because originally such II
had been—
"If It wasn't for the trouble mj
death would cause you," she broke lr
insistently, "I don't think I stioulc
mind so much," and this remark, too

thought

by

and saying:
"Great picture that. By Macaroni <!l
Vermicelli, you know. I'aid £'J.«miu fur
It in Paris and got a great bargain.
F." (naming an eminent artist) "suys it

canvas

is worth £10.000."
A few days since this gentleman was
lunching at the Artists' club when tho
Some one
cat came out of the bag.

anxious question.
Landale noticed the anxiety, but noi
the question. It was not only himsell
whom habit had deceived, but her too
That anxiety of hers he could at al I
was

couched In

an

sold:
"F., old Centpercent says that you
have appraised that frightful nightmaro of his at £10,000. Is It true?"
The artist answered smilingly:

events relieve.
"Then you needn't mind at all," h< 1
1
began, and a look of fear In her fact
brought him to a stop. Her hand tight
He rar
ened on his convulsively.
through In his i. ind all that she hat I
Baid to him since he had entered th< !
closed her eyes.
room. He dwelt upon her repetition 01
He knew
Landale remained silent.
this sentence and that. "I was so suri 1
that there was much which he should
of you," she bad said and bad said 1
have said, much which would become
Was it that sh< 1
with satisfaction.
clear to him after he had left thli needed to make yet more sure or wouk I
room, much which he would ever aft- the truth Indeed relieve her of anxiety '
erward regret that he had not eaid.
Landale debated the question for ι ι
But what It was he could not define. little. Id after days he came to fancj
The poorest banalities of sympathy
holdin I
that during this debate ho was
were all that his lips could frame, and
life and death.
of
scales
the
he refrained from speaking them. II
sail 1
"Was It true?" he asked. "You
was indeed as if his engrossing incom
all the time."
;
that
that wa
prehension to feel the higher cmotiont
I "I cared for you? Yes,
had even sealed up tue fountains ol
mind?"
ι true. But you said I needn't
answei
prdinary pity.
!
"No,
you needn't mind," he
the
"And
The girl opened her eyes.
hie decision, "because I
making
ed,
I
1
"that
i
strange thing is," she resumed,
have got more good from knowing yo
really cared for yyj for all that time, than any trouble could balance."
9
You don't believe that? Why should
His judgment rejected the word
:
you? But when you are ill some things even while he spoke them, labelln I
stand out in your mind quite suddenly them sentimental. But she perceive 3
as truths which somehow you have
llttl e
nothing of their falsity, and the
show
missed altogether before."
of relief which she breathed
elgh
devil
being
Certain rhymes about the
the rlgt t
ed him that he had chosen
sick began of a sudden to Jlngh 1
answer.
shoul J
through Landale's brain. A piano or
His one fear now was that he
latei
ιgan in the street below a second
the truth. Consequently he coi
betray
flourished out the prelude t<

which gave it to him and the quiet
oat of the second nurse in order that he and Miss Ainsworth might

passing

nearly collapsed.—Philadelphia Record.

It would need merely the
be alone.
sight of her, the aspect of her present
weakness and the remembrance of hei
former willful vitality to make him una second
derstand, and be paused
on the threshold to brace himself foi

Forgiven—Hogan:

1

the coming shock.
After he had crossed It be did not

Tired %All
a

the

Spring Condition.

■

.ι

tightening

no

Substitute.

to Cure and

Keeps the Promise

tist.

Peel consulted Milnes

you.

Canae of the

■

Tronble.

as

to the course

which bo ought to take, accompanying
that fol
the appeal by the statement
himself he knew absolutely nothing
Knowlea
either of Mr. Tennyson or 5Jr.
"What!" said Milnes. "Have you
the name of Sheridan
seen
never

I

All Off.

Hood'· Sarsa"I cannot say too much in regard to
to take this
wa« all run down and waa told
I
parilla.
made me well."
bottle·
two
and
I
which
did,
medicine,
H. Towns, Dedham, Me.

IGbobqb
Hood's. Sarsaparilla Promises

Tcel Didn't Know Tcnnyaon,

grasp of that flery clrcle.-

Dick—So she did, bat her father wt
a powerful antl-dote.—St Louie Repu
lie.

passive bore.—Academy.

at
Peel regarded all light litterateurs
trlllers and poets with their unprofitaof the
ble pursuits as the butterflies
human species. Carlyle had prompted
foi
M lines to press Tennyson's claims
The rival claimant wae
a pension.
dramaSheridan Knowles, the popular

Tom—So your engagement with Mo y
dote d
Is broken. I thought she fairly
on

Accept

noire" of a

C h ambers' Journal.

com-

French.

whereas "tomber a terre" tmnns to
fall from any height—In other words,
to tumble down and to tumble off. hi
the same way "traiter de fat" means
en
to call a man α fop and "traiter
The
rol" to treat him like a king.
d
English word "bore" may be express
In two ways—"un raseur" gives the
Idea of an active bore and "une bassi-

the flower of French cavalr:
ο
against the enemy and for the space
1
half an hour charged the Germai
1
ranks again and again on the hlllsldei
north of Sedan.
But the courage of the gallant horse
blanchi
men was all in vain. The arme
tin 1
was unequally matched against
breecldoading rifle held In stead;
hands, and no effort of the Frcncl
could withstand the slowl;

cavalry

Sarsaparilla

It cleanses the blood and clears the

plexion.

I

year.--Leslie's Monthly.

du feu" means to light a Ore; "tomber
Idea of falli.ig
par terre" conveys the
to the ground from one's own height,

shell;
420 German guns were hailing
it:
Into the French army, which stood
close formations within a space meas
οι
urlng less than two miles in breadth
ol
depth. Out of this terrible cauldron
defeated troops about this time rodt
the French cavalry In a heroic endeav
anc
or to turn the fortunes of the day
retrieve the honor of France.
General Marguerltte, called by sonu
"the star of his arm," was struck it 1
t<
the face by a bullet while riding out
reconnoiter the ground before he charg
ed. Ile now handed over the cavalrj
to De Ualllfet, who for tin
that tremendous daj

more we advance at the
time the less we shall have to

Trap* In

Sedan.
The French Ctralrr at
In
Both banks of the Givonne were
German hands; so was Halan, a small
Bazeilles
village nearer to Sedan than
thar
and soon after 1 o'clock no fewer

on

Arctic Dont.

A frequent trap in French for the unIn
wary Is the difference of meaning
For example, "iuiiv
similar phrases,
feu" means to tire a gun. while "faire

said
'"Well, I'll put It differently,'
'IIow much would you charge foi
such a picture?"
"Ί don't mind eaylng,' I answered,
'that I would not paint such a picture
I had to be civil, you
for £10,000.'
know."—London Answers.

led

a

do next

he.

command
second time

sign that the blood is deficient in
vitality, just as pimples and other eruptions
is impure. It's a warnare signs that the blood
fail to heed.
ing, too, which only the hazardous
removes !t·
Hood's
gives new
animation.
life, new courage, strength and
It's

present

upon It'

Time

un

It, because the

"I will tell you how that happened,
lie asked me to dinner one day and aftto see the
er we left the table took mo
Then,
picture and told the usual story.
turning abruptly, ho asked:
"
'IIow much Is that painting worth?'
Ί
"
'Why, Mr. Centpercent,' said I,
a value
really would not liko to place

abruptly

That's

Lifo Aboard

The days and weeks pass without our
taking any account of them. We pet
we
up at G:30 in the morning. At 7
feed the dogs. .At 8 we have breakfast,
and at 12 we «line. Then we work till
G:.'lO, when we have supper, after
which we smoke and play cards or
chess till bedtime. It Is not at all cold.
Rarely does the thermometer descend
below zero.
Vesterday the sun shone
gloriously. The Ice reflected it with η
blinding glare and lu brilliant colors.
The ship has withstood all the assaults of the ice. It is splendid to see
how It breaks up Ice that is sometimes
At other
throe or four feet thick.
times, when it Is even thicker, the ship
Is rushed against It at full steam. The
shock splits and breaks It very often
for α distance of 40 or 50 yards. The
Duke of Abruzzl Is always on the
bridge and loses no opportunity of getting ahead. Sometimes he dues not
Wheneven come down to his meals.
ever we get the smallest opening, he
orders us to go on, and we are glad of

roof of the temple of Vesta were survivals of the prehistoric huts of the
aborigines, which were invariably

That arch would now never be soiled.
expressed bad died—had remained tc
deceive him. They were outward sign*
which had lost their Inward grace ant1
had lost It Imperceptibly. And besides
there were other habits—habits even ol

obliged to have.

ness Increases, aud at the very height
of the financial troubles we do t lie
largest business. As times get better
you can see our trade In tills line of
publications gradually drop off until,
when prosperity again comes round,
we settle down to a normal business
quite different from the boom we had
been enjoying."—New York Times.

er

!

be speaking, such as "the doctor—consultation—no sleep—no hope unless.'·
But for the most part his attention was
distracted by the contrast between hei
complete sensibility and his inexplicable insensibility to the truth. The an
tlclpation of her daughter's death was
written, he saw, unmistakably in hei
unmiseyes, on her face and was heard
takably in her broken voice. Why did
he not realize It, too? he asked himself,
since he knew It as well as she did.
At the bedroom door on the second
landing he seemed to find an answer.
It was just the opening of the dooi

buylug everything except

are

hearth as Its focus. A town, a state,
is but η large family, and what the domestic hearth was to the house that,
the temple of the perpetual fire, became to the city.
Every town had Its
vesta, or common hearth, and the colonies derived their lire from the moth-

fact dead and done with. He almost wondered at it
"But I did know," she repeated. "I
did know. I am afraid I even found a
pleasure In the knowledge"— And
seeing Landale about to Interrupt,
"Don't contradict me," she went on, "I
am so tired," and for a moment she

him,

what tl;«*y
As times fail to
improve, people take more to going to
church. Attendance Increases very
perceptibly. In a few weeks we can
tell It In our business. There Is a
greatly Increased demand for devotional books of all kinds. The busi-

linked with the fortunes of the city.
The name Vesta is believed to be derived from the same root as the Sanskrit was, which means "to dwell, to
inhabit," and shows that she was the
goddess of home, and home had the

which Landale caught a faint mimicry of her old whimsical humor—"It's
the proper thing to confess when one's
like this—all the time I was afraid I

as a

him daily.

clothing store. Ills employer discharged him for Incompetency. He
hunted through all the clothing stores
In town trying to get another job, but

a

broiled lobster he had the night before
eyes.
"Don't go for a minute," she said, helped a certain soft eyed creature to
his.
in
and shortly her hand relaxed
remove from the scene, languidly reIt
chance."
Her breath grew more regular.
plied :
He bent forward toward her as h
seemed to Landale that the tinge of
"Yes; I know that has frequently
spoke and spoke eagerly out of his blue was fading from her cheeks. happened. Did you want to speak to
compunction. She sighed as if in her When the nurse softly opeued the door, me about anything in particular this
■elf.
Landale put his linger to his lips.
morning, Mr. Yamsley?"
"I was always sure of you," she said
"She is asleep," he whispered.
"Oh, no: nothing of special Imporhand
her
lifted
on
and
room
smile
the
tip- tance," the < Id gentleman replied,
with a faint
The nur$e crossed
into his.
toe.
"only I'm going to give you a chance
"There's always a chance," he re"Asleep!" elie repeated in a tone ot to look back some day and regard me
wonderment. "Asleep!"
as your best friend.
peated.
Goodby. I hope
"Not for me, and the worst of it is by
A month later Lanr'ale was face to you'll have nil kinds of success at
dying I shall cause you ever so much face with the fact that Miss Ainsworth whatever you decide to go at"—ChiShe was sure ot
more trouble."
was convalescent.
cago llerald.
But she him, he remembered. He remembered
Landale started back.
in
tc
had deliberately helped
wouldn't. The conviction sprang up
that he
Pit η Ιο» and RellKloa· Hook*.
She make her more sure. He drew a con
Lis mind sudden and certain.
There Is one kind of business, accordwouldn't cause him ever so much elusion that the formation of habits Is ing to a New York man prominent in
more trouble. It would be like the loss
a vice.
It, that does not enjoy easy financial
of a friend, It would be just the loss
conditions. It is that of publishing deof a friend. Πβ sat staring vacantly lu
Veatal Vtrrlni.
votional and religious literature. This
front of him anil understood gradually,
Ovid tells us that the first temple of publisher explained this anomalous
a
few
It seemed to him, but actually In
Vesta at Home was constructed of wat- condition as follows:
seconds how all these last months' tled walls and roofed with thatch, like
is
"When everybody
prosperous,
habit had deceived him. The habit of the primitive huts of the Inhabitants. there is no very great demand for our
constant visits to this bouse had kept It was little other than a circular cov- publications. People are happy, and
alive within him an artificial want of ered fireplace and was tended by the they do not go to church to any great
her companionship. In the beginning unmarried girls of the infant commu- extent. Preachers will tell you that
he had genuinely felt that want. Hab- nity. It served as the public hearth church attendance Is never so good In
its of speech, habits of manner townrd «f Rome, and on It glowed, unextin- prosperous times as It Is In periods of
her which he had acquired when they guished throughout the year, the sa- financial straits.
expressed a genuine feeling, had re- cred fire which was supposed to have
"Let a panic come on, however. At
mained with him after the feeling they been brought from Troy and the con- first our business feels It as keenly as
tinuance of which was thought to be any other line. People suddenly cease

it hurt you so."
"But you didn't know that," he replied. "Besides, what does it matter?"
Her whole confession indeed struck
him as superfluous, for while he recalled clearly enough the trouble which
she had caused him he recalled It only

fix ο

Anxlona to De 111» Fi-lend.

"There am plenty of men in this
world," said the head of the firm, addressing the clerk he had summoned
Intc the private otllee, "who can trace
their successes directly to what they
I knew a
at first considered failures.
man who 20 years ago was a clerk In

couldn't find one, aud at last, almost
starved, he got α place as a brakeman
on one of the railroads.
Today he Is
practically the head of that road, draws
senti aientalities.
a salary of $2."5,υθϋ a year ami regards
"You see whatever happens," he end- the man who discharged him long ago
ed, "I shall always have this one thing as the be.st friend he ever had. Now,
permanent and Indestructible, this oue he Is only one of hundreds of men who
debt, the knowledge that I loved you." have had similar experiences. So you
"Let me think that," she whispered Bee whut at first seems α misfortune
and smiled as she whispered.
may often be α real blessing In dlsLandale assured her with the final gulsè."
lie of a kiss. Again she smiled aud,
The young man hid a yawn behind
turning a little on her side, closed bet his haud aud, thinking of the live

bed broke through his vague thoughts.
The
He was still holding the shoe.
girl's eyes were fixed on It. The same
thought was evidently in her mind.
"What a brute I am!" he said, setting
down the shoe. "Molly, there's always
You know there's always a
a chance.

cause

They

BAKfftO POWOCR CO.. NEW VOftlL

tiuued in the

some

the sight of the girl had not produced
its awaited effect, and be felt as if be
were standing outside himself, a third
and silent participator at the Interthe two voices and
of the stairs and as slowly ascended view, listening to
faces with a quite
them. Landale was young, and she watching the two
Interest
felt some pity for him. He was, how- detached and impersonal
"It was bad," she continued, "be-

ever, Blmply thinking that the engagement between Molly and himself,
which he had grown accustomed to regard as a thing eventually certain and
which as It was had so often so nearly
become an accomplished fact, would
now never become one. And with this
thought in his mind he said half aloud
to himself as he followed the nurse,
"It's funny," and again, "It'e funny."
On repeating the muttered phrase,
however, be was seized with a fear
that the nurse, four steps above him.
might have heard it, and the fear
quickened him to perceive Its lnapproprlateness and to wonder why be was
not more conscious of the calamity.
Then he remembered that people are
apt to be stupefied by any sudden blow.
Only he knew himself to be in complete possession of his senses. On the
first landing he met Mrs. Ainsworth
He was conscious that she spoke to
and certain words be knew her to

Absolutely Pure

Makes the food more delicious and wholesome

He tried to dim them from his head.
They would no more go than the organ
grinder in the street. He looked at the
girL There was again the appeal In
her eyes, but it seemed to him now
more urgent, more passionate, than It
had been before. The appeal called to
him to speak, and his inability to obey
He was in
became horrible to him.

speaking.
strange reversal which had brought it
him.
Such infinitesimal changes about that she should appeal to
windows.
"I have
"Five years," she said.
would have been Imperceptible to all
known you for five years, and all that
but the most interested observer, and
lime"—she broke off with a smile In
them
of
aware
not
was
Landale

indeed
So little aware was he io
himself.
fact that when standing on the doorstep on this particular evening he
heard the clock boom out the hour of 5
he did not even so much as recollect
the blind anger which he found used
formerly to wake In hiin, an angei
against a world moving with a steady
carelessness about Its business.
"How is Miss Ainsworth?" he asked,
and as a small matter of detail it was
perhaps noticeable that the question of
late had changed its form. During the
first fortnight he had used the more
eager phrase. "Is Miss Ainsworth bet-

now

stepping to its measured beats.
"I'll go down and stop it," said Landale, rising almost eagerly.
"No," she replied; "don't go. I like
it They come here because the straw's
down, but it's really kind of them."
Landale seated himself again, listento the jingle of rhymes.
** ing inanely

ijjirriage

immor-1

"Oi hov found
the mon thot hit me wid the brick as Oi
was passin' the alley. 'Twas Garrlgan."
Grogan: "Are yez goin' to git even?"
"Oi am not 'Twas all a mistake. Th'
He
mon was only doin' his jooty.
t'ought Oi was the cop in plain clothes."

Ε.

organ's Impossible trills,

"her" malady as to changes wrought
in him by habit. For instance, he no
longer quickened his pace at the turn
ing as./in the first days he had been always spurred to do by a leaping feai
lest those lighted windows of the second floor should on this night be dark.
It is true that he still glanced up to

Let us
night is falling—leave the darling
with he- flowers;
Other hamls will come and tend them, other
friends In other hours.

All

Α.

Mason.

the latest march, and to the time of
that march the rhymes began to dance,
now quickening to the speed of the

gave to Landale's walk and attitude a
stereotyped and almost perfunctory
air. He came and went as a man come»
and goes about his regular business,
and the few Indications which his
manner afforded pointed not so much
to changes In the development ol

You who sit ami sob beside me—you upon whose
golden head
Many rains of many sorrows have, from day to
day, been shed—
Who, because your love was noble, faced with
Ever

Copyright, 1900, by

Arthur Landale was now sufficiently
well known to the cabmen In Portland
place to escape their solicitations. Let
It be said at once, however, that he
owed this recognition to nothing bat
the regularity of his appearance tbeie
at one particular time. Just vfhen the
first thin veil of October dusk had

agalu.

any

Mm

the ten-

darling Aralnen Ilea

me musi uen^nuui scenery
have ever seen. Tlio lake is surrounded
on all sides by gigantic mountains, covered with snow and glowing in the sunshine. This place has thirty thousand
inhabitants, of whom only about five
thous id are Protestant.
After leaving Lucerne, we passed
through the mountains to Milan by the
St. Uotthard tunnel, one of the greatest
feats of engineering in modern times.
There are about eighty tunnels in all,
the longest and principal tunnel being
three thousand, seven hundred «and fifty
feet above sea level at its highest point.
The railroad, in places, forms a spiral
curve, to reach a higher, or descend to a
lower, level. In one place, three stories
of the track can be seen, one above another. We emerge from the main tunnel at Airolo in Italian Switzerland.
Here begin the mulberry orchards, which
extend to Milan, and which cover the
fertile plains of Loinbardy to Venice.
We saw men and women working in
the fields, sometimes carrying out the
dressing in a large basket, or spreading
ANGORA GOATS
it on the ground with a fork. These
of
We had the great pleasure
looking
have to work hard to wring out a
people
at
over the four hundred Angora goats
subsistence from a small plot of
scanty
and
Libby Farm, liiirnham, Monday,
We Americans do not half apthe impression received when first their ground.
our magnificent opportunities,
introduction was suggested was greatly preciate
when people in very moderate circumstrengthened. At the same time, it stances, what we call poor, enjoy what
seems folly to claim that they prefer old
would be considered luxuries.
tin cans or dry herbage to good pasture,
We arrived at Milan Saturday evening
or that as good wool and choice meat
in a rain-storm, though it was pleasant
will result from grubbing on hardback
on the other side of the Alps when we
reasonable ration.
as though fed on a
started. There was a drenching rain on
This claim, made by some of our exSunday, but, in spite of it, we visited the
changes, is so devoid of reason that we great cathedral and climbed to the fifth
the
a
valwell
as
consider
goats
might
floor in the tower, two hundred and
uable addition to our stock interests, to
twenty-four feet above the pavement,
be fed, cared for, and treated like other
four hundred and ninety-four
and
and
so
approach steps.by Monday, we hired a carriage and
profit-earning stock,
the breediug of this new class in a busia guide, and visited the colonnade, connesslike manner. The wool is valuable,
of sixteen Corinthian columns,
and always commands a fair price, the sisting
one built in the time of the Romans, and
goats are hardy and prolific breeders, still
standing in the middle of the street;
the milk is prized in many sections for
also the church of St. Sorenzo, formerly
family use or in the making of cheese, a pagan temple, still showing somo parts
the skins are in demand at the price
of the original building, a triumphal
paid for sheep pelts, or more, and there arch built by Napoleon, and parts of the
seems to be no reason why a Hock canold wall, about eixty or seventy feet
not be kept at its low cost and as good
thick and twenty-five feet high, on the
demand
fiock
The
a
of
as
sheep.
profit
of which there is now a boulevard
for breeding stock is great, and already top
around the city.
all of the four hundred which the owner,
Mr. E. C. Libby, would sell are barTHE LANGUAGE HE SPOKE.
gained for or held for immediate sale,
and another importation will be made
A young Philadelphian, who was born
The purchasers of and raised in the Fourth ward, saved
as soon as possible.
this lot have, «as a rule, taken one buck enough money to pay the expenses inciand ten does.—Maine Farmer.
dental to a European trip last summer,
and, by strict economy, the trip was
FARM NOTES.
strung out to a period of a little over six
months.
the
will
leave
more
in
money
lie landed home last week, coming in
Dairying
hands of dairymen when they raise their the steerage with a lot of foreigners.
own albuminoids, instead of spending so The
immigration agents, with their inmuch in the purchase of commercial
terpreters, were wide awake. The young
feeding stuffs.
Philadelphian is very dark, and he was
If every scrub and grade bull in the mistaken for a foreigner. One of the
country were permanently retired and interpreters came up to him and said :
pure bred ones used in their places, the "Mocesh mouveet po Polski?" "They're
aggregate values of the bovine stock trying to string me," thought the Fourth
ward man. "I'll keep it up." So he
would double in two years.
shook his head. The interpreter was
A contributor to Wallace's Farmer
asking him if he could speak Polish.
says: "The hand separator and the dual Then he changed to Russian, asking,
purpose cow will make the farmers of Moczeeh
govoreet po Rouseki?" Again
Iowa rich, if they will only get on to the
the supposed foreigner shook his head.
combination." He is right, and the re- "Redden
sie Yiddish?" asked the intermark applies equally to all the dairy
This was followed by another
preter.
states.
shake of the bead. Then in order the
With regularity in feeding, milking, interpreter asked: "Parley vous Franand caring for the cow with kind treat- çaise?" "Sprechen sie Deutsch?" and
ment at all times, the cow will not only "Parlate Italiano?" A negative shake
become gentle and stay so, but will give of the head followed each query. "For
milk longer and her season's prospect heaven's sake, what language do you
will lie much larger. Even if a cow be- speak?" exclaimed the interpreter. The
gins to give trouble in milking, proper supposed foreigner laughed. "That's
attention in handling and management the jtuff," he said. "Why didn't you
will usually remedy.
ask me that first?" The interpreter

harder it will be to wean and
foolish the cow will act when
weaning is attempted. To teach a calf
to drink will require patience and some
tact. Every teacher should know more
than the student. I know of cases where
the calf knew more than the man who
was trying to teach it to drink.
grange supper.
cow, the
the more

me
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Koowle* on a playbill?"
"No," replied Peel
"And have you never read a poem ol

Tennyson?'

again the answer, accomrequest that Milnes would
let him see something which TennysoD
Milnes soul
had written. Accordingly
"No,"

was

panied by

a

ol
to Sir Robert Peel the two poems
"Locksley Hall" and "Ulysses."
The Mftlteae.

last surThe Maltese are mainly the
viving remnant of the Carthaginian
branch of the old Phoenician people.
be·
Malta was the half way station
held
tween Carthage and Sicily, long
of wblct
by the Carthagenlans and
wu
Hamllcar, the father of Hannibal,
at one time governor.

A Good Β((Ι··Ι·κ.
He (passionately)—What difference
does It make where we go on a wed·

Doctor—Didn't I say he was to avo! d ding trip?
8he—But dou't you think we should
all excitement?
enough money to keep up ap>t
what
spend
that's
gi
Patient's Wife—Yes;
Free Fresa.
Life.
pearances?—Detroit
him excited.—Brooklyn
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THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN AU
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY-

SOUTH PAKIS, ME., APRIL 30, KOI.

ATWOOûA FORBES,
Editors «ad

Proprietor·.

UIOMI M. ATWOO!>.

Α. I. FUKBKS.

PARIS HILL.
Baptist Church, Rev. Η. Η. Bishop
Preaching every Sunday at 11 a »
Sunday School at 12 M. Sabbath "Evening Ser
vice at 7 :»> p. m. Prayer Meeting Thursday
evening nt 7 30 p. m.
Universalis* Church: Sunday School every
First
Pastor.

Sunday at 11 A. M.

A minstrel show for the benefit of the
:—$1JM) a Tear If μ*1<1 strictly In advance.
Otherwise #2.00 a year, single copie· 4 cents. Tennis Club is under consideration.
The Gun Club had a shoot in the foreAll legal advertisements
ADTKjiTiitKMKM-ra
Mellen pasture
are given three consecutive Insertion* for flJt> noon of Fast Day, in the
contracte
per facli In length of column, special
below the tomb lot. The scores didn't
made with local, transient and yearly advertis
run very high, Newton Cuminings being
en».
at the top with fourteen birds out of
1

kiuu

—

New type, fait prenne·, steam
Jos I'lUSTLWU
power, ex perte uce\l workmen and low price·
combine to make till· department of our builcess complete and popular.

twenty-five.

Charlotte P. Hammond, M. D., proprieof The Beeches, came last Wednesday for the summer, and is making preparations to open the house.
M.M.LK ( OPItS.
Many friends of Prof. Vose and family
Single Copie· of the Democrat are four cents
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by will read with sorrow the news of the
of
for
the
convenience
or
patroue death of Elizabeth Chandler
ihe publisher·
(Vose) Torsingle coplea of each issue have been placed on
Mrs. Torrey was the youngest
•ale at the following place· In the County :
rey.
1'arUn'· Drug Store.
South 1'arle,
daughter of iieorge L. and Abby ThompShurtieff'· Drug Store.
was
son Vose, ami much of her early life
Noyee' Drug Store.
Norway,
in this village. A victim of acute
Stone'· Drug Store.
passed
Alfred Cole, I'ostiu aster.
Buckdeld,
tuberculosis of the lungs, Mrs. Torrey
Λ. t*. Lewie, Insurance Otllce
Kryebuxg,
was ill a few weeks
only. She died
Mrs. Harlow, Post t >ilice.
farln Hill,
Samuel T. Wtuve.
Weet Parle,
April 5th, at her home in Cambridge,
and is survived by her husband, Prof.
Joseph Torrey of Harvard College, anda
Court
Oxford
by three little children, the youngest
babe less than two mouths old.
Officers for
and
Mrs. E. G. Harlow, who has been with
her cousin, Mrs. Quinby, in Newton,
1901-2.
Mass., for nearly two months, returned
home Saturday.
Miss Fannie A. Forbes is in Portland
Judicial Court.
for a while.
Term» fer 1901.
The poles for the Sumner and Paris
S»!-)ud Tuesday of February.
Telephone Co. are being delivered along
Setond Tuesday of October.
the line.
Term» fe- 1902.

County
County

tor

Directory

Supreme

Second
Second

WHITTEMORE DISTRICT.

Tuesday of March.
Tuesday of < Vtober.

Mr. O. F. Small is at home from Au-

gusta.

School began last Monday, under the
instruction of Miss Jessica Curtis, of
At Soatfe Pari»,
South Paris.
The "noted"' base-ball players of this
Thirl Tuesday of each month except August.
district met at Mr·. Drake's place Fast
At Fryeburg.
Day and enjoyed themselves playing ball
Flist Tuesday» of June and December.
and pitching quoits, etc.
At Rumford Falls.
Grant C. Royal is at home for the sumSecon l Tuesilay of February, second Tuesday mer from Boston, Mass., where he has
Tuessecond
of
August,
of May, third Tuesday
been employed for some time.
day o/ November.
Mr. H. W. Record expects to move to
Buck field soon.
Svott Briggs was through here picking
At South Paris.
up calves last week.
of
May
Kegular session·:—Second Tuesday
Last Tuesday of
First Tuesday of September.
LOVELL
December.
This community was much shocked at
the death of Mr. Charles H. Lewis on
Commissioners.
Wednesday morning. He has been in
Bethel
John M. Phllbrook, Chairman,
health through the winter, sufferFast Stonehani. poor
Jonathan Bartitt
Mexico
ing from nervous trouble, and fearing a
Randall L. Taylor,
long sickness such as he had some years
since. Ou Wednesday morning about
Officers.
two o'clock he told his wife that if she
Charles F. Whitman,South Parts, Cl'k of Courts
room he thought
County Attorney should retire to another
Fliery C. Park. Bethel.
J. Hastings Bean, South Harts, Register of Deeds
he might get some sleep. She did so,
Ballard,
Fryeburg,
Fckley
but iu a few minutes heard a cry from
Register of Deeds, (Western District.]
found him drinkAddison F. Merrick. Bethel,
Judge of I'robate him, and coming out
Albert D. Park, South Paris, Register of Probate ing acid from a cup. She struck the
t.eoigv M. Atwood, Soutli Purls. County Treas
from his hand, and calling to Mrs.
Jauies R. Tucker, South Parts, Sheriff and Jailer cup
Howe who is stopping there, sent for
the physician. Mr. Lewis stepped to the
Sheriffs.
other room, seized his razor and cut his
Parts
Hem y Ε. Hammond, Crier,
throat. His wife attempted to take it
Jauies L. Parker,
Norway
but
Norway from him, and finally he dropped it.
Thaddeue Cross,
Norway not until he had cut himself severely.
Albeit P. Basse it,
Bethel The doctor arrived immediately, and all
Cyrus M Wortnell,
Fryeburg
George G Shirley,
Fast Hiram
possible was done. He died about δ
Edgar L. Flint,
Porter o'clock
The funeral will be held FriJames W. Chapman,
Lovell
Walter C. BasseO,
afternoon. Mr. Lewis was well aud
day
Id
Dix tie
Don A. Gates,
Canton
widely known in this section, dealing in
Roneilo A. Barrows,
Buck held
harness and real estate. An
A. F. Warren,
carriages,
Rumford Falls
Harris I.. Elliott,
honorable man in business, and
John f. Davis,
Brldgton upright,
a very genial ami pleasant man to meet,
Bethel
Milton Peuley,
Rumford Kalis he will be much missed. He leaves a
Fred A. Porter,
Waterford
Addison E. Holt,
widow, oue brother and one sister. He
Bryant'· Pond
Wellington Bird,
had been a member of Keazar Valley
Lodge, I. O. O. F., for many years.
We learn that Fred W. Brown has imCOMING EVFNTS.
proved to the extent that he has written
letters to his wife and parents.
May 7.—Oxford Pomona Grange, South Parte.
May 7.—Masonic Grand Bodies, Portland.
Mav 10— Arl>or Day.
WILSON'S MILLS.
May 10,11—Oxford County Teachers' Associa
The mail team came on runners Tueslion, Bryant's Pond.
day; on Thursday it came ou wheels.
J. C. and R. S. Bean have commenced
NEW ADVKKT1HKM Κ NT»
sawing lumber in their steam mill for
W. II. Hart and J. W. Carter.
Your Hat.
Mrs. C T. Fox and Mae Fox have
What All» That ChlM?
cleaned the school house.
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
S lato Tax on WIM Lamia.
Seventy-five river drivers bave gone
here the past week for the KenneCounty Tas on WIKI Lam le.
by
Sce<l Potatoes.
bago and Cupsuptic region.
Every Woman.
Twelve men who have been boarding
Three Notice» of Bankruptcy.
at Flint's Hotel went down on the International I'aper Co.'s drive Wednesday
ARBOR DAY PROCLAMATION
morning.
In compliance with the law of the State, an·
Ν. Κ Bennett and (ί. W. Brooks have
Conforming with a lieautlful an<l eatabllabetl cur been on the sick list the past week.
torn, now prevailing throughout the ΓηΙοιι,
hereby lIlHIlgnitll KrMav, the tenth 'lay of Mav
RUMFORD CENTRE.
a» Aroor I>ay, ami I recommen·) that It be ol>
rterve<l In the planting of tree». ehrub*. an·! vlnei
RED HILL.
for the attornment of the home», the echoo
li
School
ami
of
the
Mouday with Ina Silver
blithwav»
State,
began
the
an<l
icrouii'ls,
»uch other undertaking» a» *hall be In harmony
as teacher.
with the character of the "lav
A. J. Colcord and daughter Sadie have
It Is especially urge·· that the teacher» an<l pu
returned home from Boston and vicinity
lit!» of our public school» < le vole tble «lay to thi
them
of
the
nroun«l» occupied b„v
where they have been visitiug relatives.
beautifying
anil to exercise* appropriate thereto.
^
Leon Blodgett is boarding at Charlie
In
C
hamber
Given at the Council
AugustlHtjhl
twelfth ilay of April, In the year of our l.on ι Johnson's and going to school.
one thousaml nine hunilre·! ami one, ami of thi
The Misses Woods and Hall are at U.
lmle|>emtence of the lTnlte«l Skite-t of Anierlei 1 G. Woods' for the present.
the one humlre*l ami twenty ilfth.
John K. IIILL.
Henry Hall is working for W. V. Kimball for the season.
By the Governor.
of
State.
Bykon ΒοϊΙ>, Secretary
John Bixby is working for Miss Lucy
Lufkin at the Centre.
Frank Goodwin is working for Ed AnMAINE NEWS NOTES.
drews at Bryant's Pond.
Misses Alice and Marie Farrar have a
The ice trust is still buying up plant)
nice new organ which they bought of
deal
lust
the
on the Kennebec,
repre
the Cornish Co.
senting about $00.000.
Arthur Woods has finished work for
The safe iu the office of Flood Λ Scribuer and is going to work on his
Flood, dealers in coal and wood ai farm.
Mr. Morrill and family have moved
Waterville, was blown Thursday morn
ing, the burglars securing cash to tin away from Niai Iloyt's, where they have
amount of nearly $300.
been spending the winter.
Martin Λ· Jenne have a crew of men
The high water of hist week's storn on Johnson's brook driving
poplar.
did some mimor items of damage alon·.
Mrs. Erastus Codding has returned to
the big Maiuc rivers, but the danger h her home in Massachusetts after making
now over.
a short visit iu this vicinity.

Probate Court.

Court of

County Commissioners.

County

County

Deputy

William How land, aged sixty years
was instantly killed at the Pejepscot pa
per mill at Topsham Monday. He wai
repairing the machinery, when he fel
from an elevated platform, a distance ol
fifteen feet, striking on his head. Hi: ,
neck and back were broken.
The First National Bank of Wiscassei
w;ts the object of attack by burglar:
early Tuesday morning. The outer dooi
of the safe was blown off with a heavj
charge of some explosive, the explosioi
wrecking the room badly. The nois«
awoke nearly everybody iu town, and
in a very short time, a party of citizen:

entered the bank. They found theplact
in a condition of great disorder, and ;
complete kit of burglars' tools, scattered

about the lloor. showed that the mer
had left in a hurry. The contents of th<
safe were immediately examined by tin
officials of the bauk, and it was fount
that nothing had been taken, the burg
lars evidently having been frightenei I
away by the noise of the explosion.

One of the most horrible murders ii
Maine for a long time was committed ii
Portland Wednesday afternoon, in :
room
occupied by the New Englant:
Telephone Co. Λ crew have been al
work for some time, putting in a new
switchboard. The work was under the
general supervision of Isaiah II. Farn
ham of Wellealey, Mass., the head electrical engineer of the company in New
England. George II. Brainard of NortL
Adams. Mass., was foreman of the crew
men.
Wednesday
of some fourteen
afternoon, without any apparent warning, Brainerd pulled a revolver and beHe shot Farnham dead
gan shooting
Then he began shooting at
on the spot.
others in the room. Earl M. Buxton
was shot through the body ami died a
few hours later. James Wadsworth was
seriously wounded and likely to die, and
Elmer Lane is badly wounded but may
survive- Brainerd reloaded after emptying his pistol and followed up some of
his victims. Deputy Marshal Frith and
to the
some other officers hastened
sceue, and Frith encountered Brainerd
on
the stairs- Though unarmed, he
managed to wrest the pistol from Brainerd, but received a bullet himself. It
struck him in the abdomen, but fortunately he was protected by suspender
buckles and things in his pocket, so
injured.
that he was not seriously
Various stories have been told since the
affair of Brainerd's acting "queer" at
times; but though his act would seem
to be that of a madman, neither before
nor after the affair did he appear like
an insane man, but rather like a sane
He says
man under strong oxcitementhe did not intend to shoot Frith, but as
to the rest of the affair he declines to
in a
say anything, saying he is not yet
position to tftlk.

I

BUCKFIELD.
21st, born to the wife of Wilson

BETHEL.

annual meeting, to choose officers for
the ensuiug year, and for a roll-call aud
response of the members of the church.
Some who were not able to be present
6 o'clock in
gave response by letter. At
the evening, a supper was served by the
ladies in the vestry of the church. It
seemed like a large family reunion.
After supper, reading of the Scripture
and prayer by the paster, Mr. Varley,
singing by the audience, also a solo by
Miss Purington, then came the election
of oncers.
Mr. Wm. E. Abbott, who has been residing in Bethel for the past four years,
will sell a portion of his household
goods at auction and move his family to
Boston, where he has employment.
Maj. and Mrs. G. A. Hastings started
for home Thursday, the 25tli, from Los
Angeles, Cal., where they have been
spending the winter.
The village corporation is remodeling
the building lately purchased for use of
Hose Co. No. 1.
Louis Young, a young man nineteen
in
years of age, who has been employed
the Bethel chair shop, is reported verysick with paralysis of the brain and
other complications.
Prof. W. R. Chapman gave the Bethel
chorus a pleasant surprise, by appearing
at the rehearsal at Mi's. Wiley's last
week Tuesday evening. A half hour
was pleasantly spent in listening to plans
and progress of the Festival work. Mr.
Chapman also interpreted some of the
music for the chorus, infusing new courage and enthusiasm among the members. May 8th. a rehearsal under the
leadership of Prof. Chapman will be
held. Our chorus is getting interested
in the study of the work.
The flood on the Androscoggin River
last week flowed back the Alder River,
which is a sluggish stream up the river,
carrying with it hundreds of cords of
pulp wood that was piled on the bank of
the large river up stream on the Alder.
When the water receded, river drivers
A part of
were sent and drove it back.
it was left on dry laud and will have to
be carted.
Miss Purington has lately arranged
for a series of lectures to be delivered
before her literature and history classes.
Two addresses have already been given
by the Rev. Mr. Varley. One was a comparative talk on the British monarchy
anil the American republic. The other
was
a talk suggested by the historic
scenes among which the speaker had
lived. The next lecture will be delivered on Tuesday, April 30th, by the Rev.
F. E. Barton, on "The Critical Period of
The following
American History."
Thursday, Mrs. Herrick will describe
the various places in and about London,
renowned in English history and literature, that she visited during her recent
trip abroad. Other lectures will be announced later.
WEST BÇTHEL.
OUt April wane*, tux I her lant dewy morn
Her death-bed st-ep* In tears; to hall tin May
New blossoms 'neath the sun are born.
And all |Kh>r April's chirm* are swept away.
—Clare.
A prll and M a.v one moment meet.
their «reelings smother;
But farewell
ΛηΊ breezes tell, anil birds repeat,
How May and April love each other.
—Lucy Larcom.

sighs

The flood is subsiding.
has given us an unusual number

April

of cloudy days.
Mrs. J. E. Pike is in very poor health,
and unable to do any work.
Elmer Briggs was at home from Gilead
for an hour on Weduesday last.
The
Maybasket season opened in
April this year, some being hung on the
evening of the 24th.
Arbor Day should be generally observed this year, the ground being just
wet enough, and free from frost.
A small bridge near the residence of
G. ILGoodnow was carried down Pleasant River by the last freshet.
The Christian Endeavor Society hold
their meetings in Union church every
Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.
Miss Maud Merrow came home from
Locke's Mills Wednesday night to spend
Fast Day with her parents.
;>tio

iv.«iu

\r»i,„

tt.;r.i

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Ilaskell,
died April 17th, after an illness of six
weeks, aged months, 26 days.
GILEAD.
Our people are saddened to note the
sudden death of one of our most esteemed townsmen, Lemuel Wheeler, who
died on Saturday evening, April 13th.
lie had been to the village that evening
to get his mail, und had returned home,
put up his team and gone into the house
and was seated in a chair. He seemed
to be in his usua! health. Mrs. Wheeler
was in an adjoining room and hearing
an unusual sound went to his side, but
then he was speechless and dropped
away. It was evidently a case of heart
failure.
Mr. Wheeler was about tiO
years of age and was respected for his
honesty and uprightness. He leaves a
wife and three children, besides a large
circle of friends to mourn his sudden
death.
Wo have just been through one of the
worst Hoods for years, but it did not do
much damage here, except upsettîug a
few bridges and washing the road badly.
Hastings Lumber Co.'s road was
blockaded a few days by a bridge being
undermined, but it is in running order
now.

Ι). H Hastings has his drive of pulp
wood nearly out of Wild River. The
high water has made an easy run for
hiiu.

Brook·.

SOUTH HIRAM.
Fred Fox, of Kezar Falls, has purchased the farm formerly owned by Chas.

Hodgdon.
Sam Gilpatrick

and wife move on to
Moses Fox's farm this spring.
λ warrant was posted Friday, calling
a town meeting, to see if the town will
vote to allow an association of citizens
to erect, at their own expense, a building for a public library on the schoolhouse lot at East Hiram.
Ira GHpatrick has purchased the Joe

Cilley placeSchool

29th.

commenced

Monday, April

FRYEBURQ.

WE8T PARIS.

When You Order

It is quite evident that east winds are
Miss Annie Webster has returned to
popular in Maine, else they
becoming
; Luburndale.
at
a would not snow up every day as
from
thrown
was
Pike
Enoch
Mr.
t earn while coming down Powers Hill present.
Mrs. Willie Shedd of Portland has
s nd seriously injured.
lier bueband's parents, Mr.
Mr. William Poet lias returned to his been visiting
»nd Mrs. Levi Sbedd.
s ummcr home on Main St.
Mr. 6. W. Ridlon, wife and daughter,
Mr. Charles Willard went to Boston to
for a

The snow coming on so early, before
there was any frost in the ground, and
favor·
Thureton Co., of Me- remaining all winter, made it very
and they seem to bave
;hanic Falls, held forth at Nezinscott ible for the mice,
enjoyed themselves in some places by
Ball Friday night
roads than were really necThe building lately bought by Wilson making more
have girdled the trees,
Sonant and A. F. Warren is being raised essary. They
to
ibout two feet, and an addition and gen- however, but very little, compared
went to Boston Saturday, the 20th,
< attend the alumni banquet.
some winters in the past.
of some weeks to procure medical
jral repairs are being done.
Mrs. Edith Warren spent the week in stay
have washed the
rains
recent
The
are
Co.
for the little one, who, it is feared,
aid
The Oxford County Telephone
badly in places, and taken oft the 1 ioston.
deaf and dumb. She is one of the
putting up wires and placing instru- roade of
The ladies of the Congregational Sew· is
the remaining snow, only a few
most active, healthy looking
ments for Drs. Caldwell and Heald, Ar- most
brightest,
Tibbetts
Miss
with
met
Fanny
i
Circle
remnants of drifts being left, conspicu- tig
little girls one could wish to see, and
lington Damon, I. W. Sh w, Ε. M. At- ous
afternoon.
on
Thursday
among which is the great drift
have the deepest sympathy
nrood, and Benj. Spaulding & Sons.
Mr. Allis is still absent, and Mr. the parents
the side of the Wentworth hill, which 1 Kev.
R. C. Thoraes is quite poorly.
and best wishes of the community.
the
Sunday.
Voodwell
pulpit
till
if
not
supplied
far into May,
Burton Ilutchineon has bought, and is will remaiu there
F. E. Wheeler of Portland is with Dr.
Mrs. Hastings and Miss Alice have rethe former owner of the
and Mrs. Yates on a short vacation.
moving on to, the Josiah Hutchinson June. But
to Washington.
their
from
I
timed
trip
watch
to
there
it,
premises is no longer
Rev. R. A. Rich and wife are at Tarplace.
Mrs. Emma Lord has returned to her
Maine Conference.
Bert Shaw is moving into G. Tilton's as it slowly washes away.
lier daughter Re- mouth attending the
tome in Steep Falls.
1
skunk
a
for
a
set
Cole
Stanton
trap
L. C. Bates and wife have returned to
rent
L.
1
>a remains for a short visit at T.
of
first
the
snow
the
before
great
Wild geese are heading north in large just
this place from New Haven, Conn., for
so that ! Eastman's.
which covered it
their summer vacation.
home.
at
iiuantities. O. G. Chandler, of West the winter,not find it. After up
is
Burbank
Mr. Charles
the snow
he could
A. W. Bryant, of South l'aris, called
Sumner, counted ninety at one sitting.
There will be a masquerade ball at
he went and
his mother and brother on Thursday.
Dr. A- E. Cole is placing a story on the left the place this spring,
on
1st.
May
Hall
night,
Wednesday
in
it, IViley'e
found his trap, and also a skunk
ell of bis house.
John W. Dana of Saccarappa is vieiting
has returned from
Barker
B.
M.
Mrs.
unalive, and well as could oe expected
Schools commenced Monday.
his brother and sister, L. W. and Miss
animal ! 3oston, where she has been to purchase
There is a crew at work laying heavier der the circumstances. If the
M. L. Dana.
1er
1
much
goods.
how
spring
was in the trap all that time,
rails on the railroadMr. Ned Swan of Bryant's Pond was
was a measuring party and supThere
and
with
pain
Rev. Mr Munson went Friday to con- he must have undergone
in our village Tuesday.
jer at Union llall, East Conway, Friday
Poor
thing!
hunger!
ference at Yarmouth.
S. C. Andrews of Portland has been
A fiock of wild geese flew over this < ivening.
Undertaker E. G. Cole was called to
with his mother, Mrs. A. M. Andrews,
A debate at the academy Tuesday
another
and
Wednesday,
East Bucktield by the death of William place Tuesday,
the past week.
both headed toward the north pole, evening.
Mr. William Gorman of Riley PlantaCobb.
Mr. Dunn, of Boston, also Dr. Kimball,
had starttion wax in our village on Thursday.
Movements have commenced on the Some one suggested that they
in
week
were in town last
>f
ΕβPortland,
hie
and
Lieut.
find
out
to
ed
Peary
Mrs. S. A. Young is visiting the M. £.
Long Library.
who are supposed to be ;lie interests of Chautauqua.
at Yarmouth.
Your correspondent has lately spent a quimaux party,
Conference
Robie
Mr.
and
Miss Edith Webb
after
week in Auburn, visiting friends. As it somewhere in that region, hunting
Evans gave a party to their many friends
estate.
real
of
coveted
that
piece
was too wet and cold for out-of-door
DENMARK.
A very enjoyable
Farming has commenced by way of Wednesday evening.
pleasures, we attended court It is well
The surveyors are at wrk on Moose
and blast- ;itne was reported.
in
fence
up
breaking
as
a
repairing,
for one to attend court
spectator
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Mark have returned Brook and a large amount of logs are
his sober moments and learn of the ing rocks with dynamite.
going into the Saco.
look green, where ;o their home.
to
Fields
begin
when
of
follies
angry passions
litigation
While putting down the gates at Inthe ground
During the recent rain, the river was
To wade through two or there are any grass germs in
are aroused.
for several galls' mill the 24tli, Mr. C. O. Wood was
drouth was so se- liiglier than it has been
three courts and have one's weak points to start from, but the
knocked into the river and badly hurt.
summer and fall that the hay pears.
exposed, and ofttiines abused, to obtain vere last
has returned from
A special town meeting was held in
Suthard
Emma
Miss
the
what
matter
no
crop must be light,
a ten-dollar verdict at an expense of a
and is the guest of her the town house the 25th, and the town
Carolina
North
be.
hundred or hundreds, must be fool fun in- weather may
voted to hold schools in West Denmark,
Mrs. Eckley Ballard.
John Howe and family were down iister,
deed. We went over the river, of course,
Mr. John Ward, who lived in Miss Ilarnden, and South Road Districts.
The
following
Bethel
from
Wednesday.
letcame back, and, coming to a street
to West
Mr. M. II. Malhinan is visiting with
he and two others went smelt Lena Harris' house, is moving
1
ter-box, thought to write to the boy at evening, with
the family of Mr. A. C. Jewett.
Fryeburg.
result
the
Thursday
that,
the
fishing,
then
home. We wrote two lines,
Mr. N. C. Burnhain is in town for a
of
Next day an answer came morning, he took home a half bushel
address.
NORTH PARIS.
«lay.
back on the same card. At the top was those toothsome little fishes.
Mr. Gardner Norton has gone to VasMrs. Starbird has sold her farm to
The G. T. R. company has bought
Read·
my communication. How is this?
to see a sick daughter.
Dearborn's hard pine at the Pond Alton Curtis and has bought Joseph salboro
and
card
on
one
Capt.
wrote
down:
"You
iug
is hauling Littlehale's stand in the village.
addressed another." Lewiston atmos- for piling, and John Titus
the!
Oscar Kimball is to move into
White Wax.
horses to the station, prephere is dangerous stuff, even to a Pro- it with his
rent.
The white wax exported from China
paratory to loading it on to the cars for Rowell
hib.
to
visit
a
on
Mr. Silver and wife are
Portland.
Is made by the curious method of using
and wife.
ANDOVER.
Thanks are due Fannie Brooks for her her parents, W. H. Childs
These InIn Its production.
Insects
J.
AbA.
for
James Ross is at work
The heavy rains of late gave a good mother's obituary card. It is very pretIn
brown
shaped
found
pea
are
Benson.
lects
Seth
for
start to the logs and if the warm weather ty, contains an appropriate verse, and bott and G. O. Chase
an
::cresceuces or galls attached to
C. B. Stevens has bought a horse of
continues the drive will pass here in a makes a fine souvenir. Also to Rev. C.
tree."
vergrcen tree called the "insect
A. Brooks, of Yarmouthville, for a small James Ross.
few days.
Geo. Berry and wife visited at A. J.
!.c galls are gathered In May and car·
The water has not been so high since booklet containing a brief history of the
in headlong llight to the market
'90 at this place. No damage was done, M. E. church of that place, the program Abbott's last week.
|\d
James Ripley of South Paris has rentat night
but it looked at one time as if the logs of the next M. E. conference, being held
us by bearers, who travel
tu\\
of II. W. Dunwould break away, but the water fell so there, together with Mr. Brooks' photo- ed the blacksmith shop
not force the Inheat
the
may
that
ίο
business.
a
graph, and that of their new meeting- ham and is doing good
quickly the booms held.
sects to émerge during the journey.
Never in the history of the oldest house.
"wax
They are then placed on the
so bad as
of
Mrs.
Daniel
been
roads
sudden
death
The
the
Bryhave
person
Mrs. Carrie Page, of Lewiston, who tree." which is a stump varying from
ant from heart disease was mentioned
this spring.
a
has been visiting at J. J. Fuller's for
D to 12 feet in height, with numerous
The Andover Manufacturing Co. have last week. The funeral occurred on
week, went to Bryant's Pond Fast Day
branches rising from the top, similar
their storehouses tilled to the brim with Friday, the 19th inst.; divine services
will
to visit friends a day or two, and
stock ready for market, but the roads conducted by Rev. Setli Benson. She
the pollard willow.
to
return to Lewiston Saturday, the 27th.
have been so bad they couldn't ship any. was buried in the family cemetery near
The wax Insects are made into small
is at work for DaHazelton
Thurlowe
are InMr. Hodsdon, the general manager, will by. Mrs. Bryant was an honored mempackets of L'O or 30 galls, which
vid Andrews in Sumner.
start seven four-horse teams Friday with ber of the Bryant's Pond Baptist church,
Morse and child .are visit- closed In a leaf of the wood oil tree,
Minnie
Mrs.
also of Franklin Grange, No. 124. She
speeders for Frye station.
at Charles Starbird's.
fastened together with rice straw.
E. S. Poor is sawing wood at the vil- leaves a husband and five children, two ing
to
lias two sheep which These
Crawford
A.
P.
packets are suspended close
lage for parties with his power machine. sons and three daughters, also tWfc broth- had lambs last September, and again the
hang.
which
they
under
branches
the
Schools in the rural districts will be- ers and two sisters, to mourn her loss.
Insects
first of this i.ionth, and, when sheared,
On emerging from the galls the
All the children are married, except the
gin Mouday.
six and a half and six pounds of
yielded
the branches, to which
"Aunt" Kate Chapman is very feeble younger son.
up
rapidly
creep
fall
last
their
wool respectively, and
and cannot hold on to life much longer.
It was rather a stormy day last Sunattach themselves and begin formlambs sheared two and a half and two they
about
Cabot Lodge, K. of P., has all the day. for that particular purpose, but
Can
a coating of wax that in
wool.
of
ing
and three-quarters pounds
of alwork it can do, several candidates in they were married all the same. Please
a better report three mouths attains u thickness
make
owner
any sheep
accept our congratulations, Mr. and Mrs. on the
waiting.
Inch.
an
of
of
a
sheep?
most
keeping
quarter
profits
«
The Andover Manufacturing Co. have Frank Brooks.
The branciies are then cut off, and
attached a long hose to their pump, so as
as
OXFORD.
NRWRY,
after removing as much of the wax
to be ready should lire catch anywhere
Mr. Geo. Ilawkes, of the firm of D11A thought for the week :
by hand they are put in a k< tpossible
around their plant.
the
from
rell d- Ilawkes, is suffering
"Life Is a burden, bear It:
tie of hot water, when the remaining
effects of a severe hemorrhage.
Life le a duty, dare It;
the inEAST SUMNER.
wax ilonts on the surface and
shock
wear
a
Life Is a thorn crown,
it;
slight
Lewis Wardwell had
term of usefulness by
Trains on the Portland & Rumford Though U breaks your heart In twain,
their
finish
sects
week.
on Friday of last
Falls are unusually heavy this spring.
Though the bunlen crush you down,
bottom.
Mr. Nash, foreman of the shoe factory going to the
your lips and hide your pain ;
Specials ure run quite often, to clear the Close
crown."
and
the
then
cross
First the
in Worcester, Mass., visited relatives
also
are
line of freight. Passenger trains
Formation of Dew,
Among the sick ones may be mention- here.
well patronized, as travel to the lakes
Mrs. James Davis has gone to the
Ground a little below the surface Is
Walter Powers, Mrs. Congdon, Mrs.
has begun. We learn that the line is to ed
above It.
and Mrs. Baker. The hospital to have a cancer removed.
always warmer than the air
have daily Pullman service from Port- Jonathan Smith,
Rev. Mr. Newport's subject on Sun- So
who has been a "shut in" for
as the surface of the ground Is
long
land to the lakes about the middle of latter,
in Worship," with song
many months, is at this writing com- day was "Music
above the dew point vapor must rise
May.
She desires to thank service.
The recent rainy weather has given pletely prostrate.
and pass from the earth Into the air.
the
for
Invitations have been issued
the dear friends, who have so kindly
The moist air so formed will mingle
grass a start and settled the roads.
Miss
and
Elden
John
her with offerings of fruit marriage of Mr
A man representing the Eastern Tele- remembered
It, and its moisture
and many delicacies, which Annie Houghton on the evening of May with the air above
and
fiowere,
busion
in
the
place
phone Co. lias been
will be condensed, forming dew whercomforted her, during the let.
ness.
The telephone fever is still on. have greatly
Married Sunday, April 21st, by Rev. ever It comes In contact with a surfuce
hours of the past winter.
Electric cars from Pooduck to Pudding pain-fraught
and
The copious rain of last week caused Father Flynn, Mr. Carroll Davis
cooled below the dew point. In fact,
Lane next. Truly, this is a progressive
of Oxford.
an unusual rise in the rivers, which the Miss Lucie Daniels, both
dew rises from the ground.
age.
Knnn luifiilv imnivivinir.
Mr. Elbridge Walcott, wlio lias oeen
DUl UU(Y ΙΟ lui.
to be
The fields are quite green and the very sick with grippe, is thought
SUMNER.
up in the air?
high
settled.
roads nicely
improving.
it
Mrs. G. K. Russell is on the sick list.
Dew does not rise In particles, as
Mrs. J. F. Young is sick with erysipewas once considered to fall in particles
SOUTH WOODSTOCK.
PERU
las.
In vapor. Some
I. \V. Andrews & Sons are building a
Seth Babb died at Dixfield on the 20th, like tine rain. It rises
Wilson Morrill has gone to Massachu- house for their workman and family,
of
of pneumonia. Tie was buried at East Is caught by what Is on the surface
setts to work.
Rev. Mr. Townsend, the earth, hut the rest ascends In vapor
near the road west of Will Andrews' Peru on the 23d.
for
is
Nellie Chadbourne
working
a
buildings. Tlioy have it boarded, roof of Dixiield, attended the funeral.
form until it comes in contact with
Mrs. W. F. Bonney.
Mrs. Lizzie Roberts has returned from much colder surface to condense It luto
shingled, chimney built, and the inside
W. £. Bowker sold a shoat last week
work under way.
Wakefield. Mass., where she has been moisture.
to Ben Gerrish.
Asa Harriman is building a slaughter visiting her brother.
Delia Dyer has gone to West Sumner
The vapor does now flow upward In
house for his meat business.
Will Stone, of South Gardiner, is
to work for Mrs. E. G. Doble.
uniform stream, but Is mixed In the
a
Frank
en
on
the
Mr. Morrill, who lives
round again with a full line of goods,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Silver of Hartair by eddies and wind currents and
Hammond place, is repairing his build- route for Rangeley.
ford visited at Ε. II. Thompson's last
where It
We have had a powerful rain, and the carried to bodies far from
ings.
week.
Orlando Robbins and J. Π. Davis are river was very high.
In fact, dew may be deposited,
rose.
to
Ilezekiah Stetson has recently laid
in a telephone between their two
The grass is looking quite green.
even though the country for many
rest Kit, his old mare. She was 31 years putting
and so the good work goes on.
Brown has been to Boston and miles all around be dry and Incapable
Miss
places,
old this spring.
has a full line of line things for the la- of
yielding any vapor. In such cases
NORWAY LAKE.
dies.
LYNCHVILLE.
the supply of vapor to form that dew
The ice went out of the pond April
School commenced Monday with Maud
would depend on the evaporation of
EAST BETHEL
21st.
Dresser as teacher. She boards at Grace
and on what was wafted over
Elden Hall and Donald Partridge have
Farmers have commenced spring work. the dew
Elliott's.
the winds.
both sent in orders for a box of Larkin's
are dry and dusty.
by
roads
The
Everett McKeeu from Bethel visited
soap, and each has a fine Chautauqua
Farmers are ploughing in some fields,
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Silas McKeen.
desk, with which they are much pleased. while huge snow-banks can be seen in Vkca Mrs. Gilbert L«at Her Speclast week.
this
week.
home
is
at
Arthur Tucker
tacle·.
others.
Ceph Cobb and family of North StoneMr. Charles Eaton, of Boston, Mass.,
The late rain flooded the intervale
The only time I resented newspaper
ham visited relatives in this place SaturreO.
at
W.
has been stopping
Perry's
land and covered it with pulp wood, chatter was when I had my spectacles
day and Sunday.
cently, while packing Mrs. Quint's goods drift wood, logs, etc.
stolen. They were snatched from my
Kip Flanders is going to stay with II. for removal.
Mrs. J. M. Bartlctt and son Guy have
B. McKeen and attend school at East
belt, the case I wore there being torn
Lizzie O. Lasselle is teaching school returned home from Berlin, Χ. II.
Stoneham.
I spoke of it to Mr. Dorney, and
in our district, and we are glad to have
Cleveland Bartlett and Lester Bean away.
Ananias McAllister has got moved
her back.
have finished school at tho academy for the story went round the theater. Someback to his place. Mrs. McAllister is in
how the reporters got bold of It, and
✓
this term.
very poor health.
WELCHVILLE.
Miss Cairns, from New Hampshire, is they made a great to do about It It
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Buck have gone
Schools began in this place Monday, stopping with her sister, Mrs. J. May- was really too bad of them. I felt It
to Woodstock to visit relatives.
connell.
the more because I bad managed to
April 29th.
Mr. Eli Roy, of Lewiston, is getting
KEZAR FALLS.
keep a much more serious theft an abNORTH WATERFOflD.
out a few carloads of stone from his
Kain! rain! without ceasing.
solute secret. That was at the time
been
has
keepnear the station.
Miss Mary Horr, who
Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Bounds go to quarry
when so much fun was being made of
house for Chas. Rice, is on the sick
Mrs. George Martin is very sick.
ing
Conference this week, which is holden
the "robbery of Jewels" form of theThe S. E. King Co. are going to move list. Mrs. G. B. Rice is now caring for
this year at Yarmouth.
I had a very
sawmill from the depot to the vil- her and doing the housework for Mr. atrical advertisement.
Mrs. Lydia F. Stacy talks of moving their
the bank of the river, to saw Itice until his wife's return from Massa- valuable pair of earrings taken from
to North Road, Parsonstield, so as to be lage, on
out a few thousands of lumber.
chusetts. They look for her return next my pocket most cleverly, and I was on
near the high school where her grandweek.
my way to play for a charity too!
to
attend.
are
daughters
There has been a break-down in the However, I kept my loss quite to myWEST SUMNER.
Geo. Stanley has returned from Boscan't run for
Miss Delia Dyer is at work for E. G. saw mill. The board saw
self. And then to be brought before a
ton where he has been spending a few
three or four days.
Doble.
«lays.
sympathetic· public as the loser of a
next
to
are
Monday.
Schools
begin
and
NickerMrs.
Mrs. Louise Gurney
Wm. Ridlon of Boston is in the place.
of spectacles!—From "The Stage
Mrs. M. Ella Knight is to teach the pri- pair
Mrs. Georgia Cusliing and children sou have arrived for the summer.
Holmes the advanced de- Reminiscences of Mrs. Gilbert" in
Mrs.
and
to
has
mary
Murch
Bailey's
gone
from Cushing's Island have been visiting
Elbridge
Scrlbner's.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Rid- Island to build a cottage for parties in partment.
The news of the sudden death of Mr.
Portland.
lon, of this place.
of
An Intereatlnff Link.
Portland, brings
Mrs. L. L. Gardiner is in poor health, Henry Houghton,
The little daughter of Stillman Rounds
of his former acquaintOne curious Incideut In the siege or
is quite sick again.
eutlering from the grippe and rheuma- sadness to many
Mr. and
ances in thia, his native town.
tism.
Badajos may be related. The day
Mrs. noughton lost their only child, a after the assault two Spanish ladies,
Mrs. Gilman Heath is quite sick.
SWEDEN.
some
woman
years ago.
grown,
Mr. Crocker, of the Eastern Telephone daughter
The many friends of Mr. Charles II.
the younger α beautiful girl of 14, apMrs. Houghton has the sympathy of all
Lewis of Lovell were very much sad- Co., was here Wednesday, looking over
pealed for help to two otlicers of the
affliction.
second
lier
in
great
this,
dened to hear of his death which oc- the telephone system.
t-illes, who weae passing through one
this
viIt is hoped that the people in
curred at his home April 24th. Mr.
of the streets of the town. Their dresses
MIRAM.
Lewis has been in very poor > ealth all cinity, and elsewhere, will remember
John Pierce, Esq., died in East Hiram were torn, their ears, from which rings
winter and the disease terminated in a that there is a law on Pleasant Pond and
of heart disease and gastritis, had been roughly snatched, were bleedbrain trouble which caused insanity. lie its tributaries for three years. Waters April 21st,
a severe attack of pneumonia.
ing, and to escape outrage or death
was a very good townsman and will be closed by act of legislation do not re- following
His age was 72 years. 10 months. He they cast themselves on the protection
greatly missed by a large circle of quire notices posted up about the brooks
also
at
Iliram,
of the iirst British officers they met
friends. A wife, brother and sister con- and pond, so there will be none here. was formerly postmaster
Πβ had been for years a
stitute the family relatives who feel the Several here, at their own expense, have trial justice.
One of the officers was Captain Harry
church,
tho
of
member
Congregational
affliction very deeply. They have the put trout in the pond for two years,
and Smith of the rifles. Two years later
we might have good iishing and was a gentleman of intelligence
heartfelt sympathy of
their
many hoping that
was a peaceable be married the girl he had saved in a
Πβ
ideas.
have
to
progressive
here, but it seemed necessary
friends.
neighbor, and a kind husband and father, sceue bo wild. Captain Harry Smith
the waters closed.
and leaves a widow, and a daughter and In after years served at the Cape us
LOCKE'S MILLS.
He was a son of the Sir Harry, and this Spanish girl, as
an adopted son.
BflOWNFIELD.
School began here last Monday, Miss
and his
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Thompson and late John and Mary Pierce,
Lady Smith, gave her name to the hisMaud Merrow, of Bethel, teacher.
of this town, now of grandfather, John Pierce, who removed toric town which Sir George White deRev. O. L. Stone went Tuesday to at- little eon, formerly
Hiram in May, 1706,
New York, are visiting at Mr. John from Baldwin to
fended with such stubborn valor.—
tend conference.
was a half brother of Benjamin ThompMen."
The selectmen are here this week to Sands'.
count of ltumford. His sister, "Wellington's
the
at
her
is
Lord
son,
Miss
visiting
Gladys
assess the taxes.
Mrs. Ann Tripp, of Farmington, Ν. IL,
Bennett's.
Mr.
uncle's,
School will begin on Howe Ilill MonThe y Were Attentive.
him at his
Mrs. Ε. E. Gilpatrick and Miss L ;na visited him and was with
day, April 29th.
A clergyman preaching In a country
to North Conway for death. His cousin, Mrs. Rebecca Bickhave
Perkins
gone
Mr. Jones is reported as being on the
church for the first time was delighted
ell, of Buxton, attended his funeral.
an indefinite time.
gain.
to find the congregation very attenQuite recently, while Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Ed. Goodwin is very poorly.
BRYANT POND.
were spending a part of
tive and told the verger so after the
Born Sunday, the 21st, to the wife of James Rogers
the day away from their home, their
E. J. Graham and J. S. Conroy of Gor- service.
William Johnson, a son.
into and quite an ham, N. IL, were guests at the Glen
The verger replied, "Lor* bless you,
Emma Cross visited her father, D. D. house was broken
of provisions were stolen.
Mountain House on Saturday and Sun- sir. we was all
looking for you to disCross, Sunday, the 21st, and we under- amount
of Roxbury, day.
Mr.
Howard
Moulton,
stand that the same day she changed lier
He came
Davis and Mies May Felt appear!"
was in town this week.
Edwin
Mr.
Mass.,
name to Mrs. Frank Brooks.
"Why. what do you monn?" said the
on account of his eieter, who is critically of Sharon, Mass., and Mr. Irvin L.
Ralph Emery is about to move his fam- ill
of South Paris arrived at James clergyman.
Bowker
at
Conway.
ily back to Abington, Mass. His health
"Well. pir. you see, the pulpit Is rotMrs. Bradeen has gone to Massachu- L. Bowker's Friday morning for the purhas been greatly benefited by his year's
ten and hasn't been preached In this
care of a sick granddaugh- pose of attending the funeral of Mrs.
take
setts
to
stay in Maine. We are truly sorry to
Daniel Bryant, who was a sister of Mr. ten year or more."-Pearson's Weekly.
lose such kind and obliging neighbors aa ter.
Davis and tfjB. Bowker. They etopped
he and his wife have proved themselves
SOUTH RUMFORD.
at Mrs. Bowker's until Monday morning
Somt' Odd Hlataltea.
to be.
was
The river
higher Monday, April when they returned home.
An urban chemist advertised In his
freshmove his
ice
is
to
the
since
Farnum
has
been
Mr.
James
it
than
22d,
WEST BUCKFIELD.
window: "Artificial eyes.
Open
was not within family intf the Rogers house this spring. Ι'ιορ
A dance at Shirley Bonney's the 25th. et, April 15th, 1895, but
SevW. Muller of Waterford all night." Away down south In front
Hans
Mr.
feet
as high as it was then.
three
Mrs. R. J. Warren, Gertrude and
cellars were filled with water, and was a guest of J. L. Bowker on Friday. of the postofflce In an Inland town
Hazel, of North Bucktield, were at H. H. eral
Miss Pearle Bowker has gone to may have been seen this legend, "Post
Harvey Neal's house was on an island
Buck's Thursday night.
Waterford for a week's visit.
here letters too late for the next
Will Fogg bought a hen house of Miss one or two days.
ia
Miss Nell Preble has gone to Newry mall."
Miss Alice Lovejoy, from Milton,
In a picture of the departure
Thorne and moved it this week.
Mrs.
here and boards with
Cyn- where she is to teach school.
of the pilgrims from Delfthaven the
Herbert Record
has moved
into teaching
and
of
Rumford
D.
Felt
Archie
Falls,
Sadie Austin's house. He has hired heir thia Ackley.
artist placed a large steamer In the
Arthur Cameron was quite sick with Horace H. Cushman of Berlin, Ν. H., distance
farm.
leaving the harbor under foil
Jefferaon
of
services
attend
the
to
a
came
to
as
to
meeting
require
Mr*. Amanda Keene and Fhilip havtî the mumps,
■t—m
,
J of a
Lodge, F. and L. M., Friday evening.
returned from Sumner.

April
Day, April 25th, the First Cona son.
gregational society held their usual Sonant,
The Henderson,
Fast

RUMFORD.
Saturday night it began to rain and
Monday morning the Audroscoggin
River had her back way up. Tuesday
morning the water began very slowly
to fall.
Monday, Elias Abbott, with
the help of some of his neighbors who
live on high ground, cleared his cellar.
BYRON.
The water filled his cellar about half full.
Lee S. Brown from Weld visited the Some came into the cellar of Eugeue
old place on Tuesday, the 23d. He was Barker.
Dexter Elliott got his potatoes bagged
the first to come through No. (» woods
to move out while the womeu folks caron wheels.
(J. T. Hodsdon. Hoad Commissioner, ried out the canned goods aud everyThe mail came part
was out with a crew shoveling through thing they could.
the drifts and filling up the washouts of the way by boat until Wednesday
caused by the recent rains.
night. Page Brook bridge was washed
The railroad bridge across Houghton out. Peterson bridge was lifted up and
so
the
stream was damaged by the freshet
report is Concord River bridge has
that the trains could not pass for a few gone, although some think it not true.
The highest water since 'i»6.
days.
Mrs. Asa Martin started for Auburn
A crew are at work on the stone culvert at Falls Brook.
Wednesday going by way of Locke's
Some eight or nine men are boarding Mills. Before she returns she will visit
her daughter, Mrs. Harry Small at
at Charles Hodsdon's.
Clarence Young has sold a pair of his Brunswick.
J. H. Barker is having a very severe
nice steers to Dr. S Taylor.
Thomas Gilbert is at work for A. S. attack of what they call rheumatism.
He is helpless.
Young.
Miss Ida Ford is visiting at Mr. Byron
Chris Heed came out from Cupsuptic
to
on
Tuttle's.
a few days since for more men
go
and Mrs. M. F. Virgiu entertained
Mr.
his drive.
We learn that Will Arris, section boss, the V. I. S. Circle Wednesday afternoon
is to take a vacation, and John Hodsdon and evening.
The Morrill crew board at Mr. Virgin's.
has taken his placeZ. W. Bartlett had his pulp wood put
Buckskin Sam came down from Bemis
Mouday. He has done some papering in the river last Friday and Saturday.
A large flock of wild geese were seen
for Mrs. A. S. Young. Ile is to do some
painting for J. E. Shaw. Next week he Tuesday. In one arm of triangle 38
his
were counted.
expects to go to Gardiner to sell
horse.
NORTH BUCKFIELD.
HEBRON.
Eugene Fuller is about ready to start
and
Hon.
D.
BisGeo.
Judge Bonney
his hulled corn cart.
bee were in town last week.
For the past few days Isaac Turner
Mr. A. M- Richardson was home over has had the last run of sap he will have
Sunday.
this spring.
Miss Daisy Cushman has been in MasThe telephone men are again at work
sachusetts ou a short visit to relatives.
our
on
line, putting in more inThe most of the district schools com- struments, etc.
in
the
menced Monday, the 22d. That
There has been a great scramble for
academy district, the 20th.
sawdust here this spring among the
seristill
continues
Bearce
Isaac
very
creamery men as Heald Brothers' saw
ously ill.
mill didn't start until about a month
Mrs. A. D. Bartlett has improved some- later than common, and everybody was
what.
anxious to get their ice covered up.
Grass is growing quite green, and othThe last freshet did no damage in our
Rev. S.
er signs of spring are evideut.
place.
I). Richardson has pansies in bloom in
Our mail man had to take the upper
his garden; white maples and elms are route for a few days on account of high
in blossom.
water.

GRAFTON.
Mrs. Nellie Brown and daughter Ruth
arrived home on Tuesday of last week.
They have been staying the past winter
at Kuinford Falls, and, before returning
home, visited a few weeks at Mrs.
Brown's son's. G- I. Brown's, in Auburn.
They also visited her daughter. Miss
Lillian Brown, in Portland.
Miss Carrie Brooks is working for
Mrs. W. F. Small in Xewry a few weeks.
On April 21st, a son was born to Mr.
and Mrs. S- P. Davis.
Walter Brinck is doing the spring
work at Mr. Pratt's.
Clarence Bailey id working for A. F.

GREENWOOD.

Baker's Chocolate
EXAMINE THE PACKAGE YOU REAND HAKE SÛRE THAT
IT BEARS OUR TRADE-MARK.

CEIVE

Under the decisions of the U.S. Courts no other Choco.
late is entitled to be labeled or sold as "Baker's Chocolate."

WALTER BAKER & CO.

We

(à

for.

Fishing Tackle !

a fine line of RODS, REELS, LINES, FLIES, LEADERS
NETS, ARTIFICIAL BAITS, FISH BASKETS, HAIT

We have

everything needful
fishing trip.

BOXES and

for

successful

a

Year.

New This

Everything

PRICES RIGHT.

STOCK LARGE.
QUALITY THE BEST.
At the Prescription Pharmacy of

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
South Paris, Maine.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

SHURTLEFF & CO.

F. A.

I

1

Ι-

Υ our Hat
makes

is

store

Good hat»

your appearance.

or mare

Of

cost little.

you know that

course

running

over

with all the

All the

in hats and caps.

new

Derby."

our

styles

new

shapes

colors in Fedoras and Derbies.

and

Full lines

This hat

is

our

leader, and is guaranteed absolutely

fast

of the "Suffolk

>

color.

H. B. FOSTER,
Opera

WE

House

Block, NORWAY,

MAINE.

HAVE ALWAYS endeavored to have the best line oi ail kiuii.» uf
Footwear in the County, and

one

of the beet In the Stat<\ hut tlii» spring

We have never in the history of
fairly
well prepared to please our customers as now. We will only
mention one line in particular this time, and thnt is our new line of Men'· $.')>
shoes. Fur years we have been looking for the best, or as good as the bett.
Men's shoe to sell for $.100. We lnve found them and are now prepared to ·Ιιiw
We have them
mud·· to-day.
you in our New Fitzu line, some of the best goods

They

so

please you.
truly,

will fit you and
Yours

all widths, in both BtlmoraU and Oxford·.

stock,

and all kinds of

styles

in all

got ahead of ourselves.

have

we

this store been

Wc want you to see lie m.

STORE,

SHOE

SMILEY

MAINE.

NORWAY,

F. VV. FAUNCE, Salesman.

Ε. N. SWETT, Manager.

uvn

physician.

Headquarters

are

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

& CO.

SHURTLEFF

F. A.

Limited,

DORCHESTER, MASS.

Established I *80.

ι

ri

Carriages!

Carriages!

Seaorlptlon.

Every

Of

The finest line

^

PNEUMATIC CARRIAGES
be found outside the cities.

H. P. MILLE'lT,

ν

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

CHURCH STREET,

20th

Century Leaders!

Columbia, Hartford,

Spaulding,
Nyack Bicycles.

Vedette,
and

The new mod· Is h ive many important imare based upon a ilior-ιικ·'
o' the latest requirements ol

provements that

understanding

thi cycling public.

Call and See Them.

Columbia, Bevel-Gear, Chainlese,

...

Spaulding, Bevel-Gear, Chainless,
Columbia and Spaulding, Chain Models,
Hartfords,
Vedettes and

Columbia

or

Nyack»,

25.00

....

Hub Coaster Brake, $5

extra.

F. PLU M MER,

J.

31 Market

Square, SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

Harrows I Harrows I
I

am

and would like

Tooth Harrows

one

in want of such an imI have the harrows on my

premises.

O. G. Curtis,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,
DOG
black

LOST.

and white hound.

ON

Medium aise·
▲ suitable re-

Anawerato the name "8pot."
ward will be given for hla return to
WM. C. GABY, Norway, Me.

—

Wool Carpets
DURING THE MONTH OK

January,

to show their

Spring Tooth, Disk, and Peg

plement.

A LOW PRIUt
—

Company,

to any

I

still agent for the

D. M. Osborne

A

$75.00
75·°°
50,00
35·00

to

close

clean
patterns and

out odd

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

MAINE.

NORWAY,

WARTED,
»nJ
sewing, children'· <lrewei,
reaaonableprice·,
BLOOD,
KKLLIE
MBS.
****'
No. M Main S4-, So-tf1

Plain

1

<

»

Clarence Ci. Morton

•the (O.ïfovd Ocmocrat

Colby College

over

was

BASE

at home iron

Su ml ay.

I SOUTH
A. K. Morse will read at the 1 ni versai

SOl'THJ'ARIS.

1ΆΚΗ

HIGH SCHOOL

OBITUARY.
sad and unusual are the circumstances attending the death of Mrs. Rutli
Long Burhank and her daughter, Ruth
Cordis Long, of Dorchester, Maes., forburg:"
merly of Portland.
Speaking of fuses, the rector told ui 1
Mrs. Burbank was the eldest daughter
one day a very funny thing that b< 1 of Charles and Emeline Strout of Porthad seen during one of hie trips t< land, and granddaughter of the late Rev.
town. Every day, as long as tbe 8leg< > George Thomes of Buckfleld, Me. Mrs.
rontlnued, he crossed that hosplta Burbank had been in San Diego, Cal.,
the past eight months, caring for her
ridge and passed over tbe most expos
who is in poor health,
ed streets on bis way to the church daughter Julia,
and, feeling her own strength failing,
with him his pocket
always
home. On reaching
come
must
felt she
communion service, apparently stand
home, she said she had "come home to
lng an even chance of burying tb( die," and, with her wasted health and
dead, comforting the dying or being change of climate, the change was too
himself brought home maimed or cold great, and in just three weeks from the
in death.
His leaving was a daily time she came home she quietly fell
on Sunday evening, April 14th.
anguish to those who watched bin asleep,
The remains were taken to Buckileld,
i ill. Ont
vanish over the brow of
Me., and buried by the side of her first
evening, coining back in the dusk, he husband, Zadoc Long.
saw a burly wagoner slip off bis horse
Miss Ruth Long was in her usual
and get under It In a hurry. Ilia head health at the time of her mother's comappeared, bobbing out first from one ing home, but the sickness of her mothside, then from tbe other. Above him er and the shock of her death overcame
in the air, bobbing, too, and with a her... She said she could not "live withand she succumbed to
quick, uneasy motion, was a luminous out her mother,"
the same disease (pneumonia) and died
spark. After a full minute spent in in
just a week, at almost the same hour
vigorous dodging the man came out to as her mother; and, in just a week, the
was
fuse
still
The
supposed
prospect
loving brother took again the sorrowful
there, burning brilliantly. "Darn the journey with the loved remains and laid
thing," he grunted, "why don't It them beside the mother.
bust?" He had been playing bide and
WHY DO YOU COMMIT SUICIDE?
seek for 00 seconds with a fine speciThe man who lets a cold "run on"
men of our southern lightning bug, or
until he finds himself in consumption's
firefly!
grasp is guilty of self-murder. There is
no cure for Death, aud consumption is
Into
·
Safer
Bnilnen.
GoIbr
Death. Coughs and colds are nothing
It was Cassldy's first morning as more nor less than Death in disguise.
newspaper carrier. From side to side There is one sure, infallible cum -Cleveof the avenue be hurried, dropping the land's Lung Healer. Don't trifle—get a
moist sheets In vestibules and running free trial bottle. It is the greatest lung
them in the space between the door medicine in the world. Large bottles
and you can get your
and sill.
Finally he came to a house cost but 25 cents,
back if it doesn't cure you. E.
that was separated from the sidewalk money
P. Parlin, South Paris; Williamson &
by an urn studded yard. Cassidy openKimball, Norway.
ed the Iron gate and walked up the
stone path. lie knelt in the vestibule
Belfast Journal: Good roads are posand started running the paper under sible without greatly increased expendithe door. An upper window was raised, ture. but we cannot have good roads
until we get out of the ruts—and fill up
and a woman's voice called:
in time
"Is that you, Ilarry? You are awful the ruts. The saying "a stitch
saves nine" is true of work on the roads.
late. I hear the milk carts rattling."
A little work with a hoe in early spring
Cassidy thought It best to remain would save
many days' work later of
quiet. The voice continued:
We see holes in the
men and horses.
"You needn't think I'm coming down road into which wheels sink to the hubs.
The Idea of you. a There are plenty of small stones close at
at such an hour!
married man, coming home at such a hand with which to fill these holes, and
time! Lost your key, as usual? Well, then, with a little dirt on top, there
would be no more trouble. Hut they
catch this one."
well into the summer, when
A heavy piece of brass shot two sto- are left until
the ground is baked hard. Then dirt is
ries. There was a heavy fall, and the
scraped into them, and the first rain
vestibule resembled a pressroom.
leaves them in almost as bad shape as
Some one found Cassidy smoking his
were before. This is but one of
they
usual
pipe In the "accident ward."
many illustrations why, with the
"Going back to the carrier route?" amount expended each year, the roads
they asked.
go from bad to worse.
•Why Doa't It But?"
We quote from The Century an an
scdote related as one of "Δ Woman'i ,
Experiences During tlie Siege of Vlcks

NORWAY.

BALL
WON

TWO

CUURCHKS.

Very

A Remedy for the Grippe.

A remedy recommended for patients afflict»
With the Grippe In KEMP'S BALSAM, which li
especially adapted for the throat and lungs
Don't wait for the first symptonie of the disease
get a bottle to-day and keep it for use the mo
ment it la needed. If neglected the grippe has :
KKMI".V
tendency to bring on
BALSAM prevents this
keeping the cougi
loose and the lungs free from inflammation. A1
druggists sell KEMP'S BALSAM at 25c. and 00c

Second Congregational Church, Rev. B. 8
Hideout, Pastor
Preaching service Sundayf
pneumonia.
a. m.; Sabbath School, 12Λ0 m.; Mon
MissGrace A.
by
at 0:30; Social Meeting. 7:15 F
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200
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About
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people
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fair
the
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the
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of
even
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base
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Meeting Friday
game
office Hour·:
evening; Y. P. S. C.
S. F. Davis ami family have moved inU
S «Ai F. *·
1;rounds. South Paris, last Fast Day. The
a rent in Miss Deering's house on Higl
Universalis» Church, Rev. Caroline E. AngeU
Shoe
the
were
teams
ORANI» THINK RAILWAY.
Norway
contesting
Pawtor. Preaching service on Sunday·
10·;*
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Street.
T. 1*». a» Η o'clock. A.
Shop and the South Paris High School ▲. m ; Sabbath School, 12 M.; Y. P. C. U
t 0.uH.emmK<Vt
SOlTIl KAH1.H
TKVINS LKAVK
Kev. T. J. Kamsdell has so far recover teams. Although the Norway team was meeting, 7:00 P. M.
Is Interested ami should Know
*'
Methodist Church. Rev. B. F. Pickett, Pae'or
about the wonderful
ed that he was able to occupy his pulpit heavier and composed of more ex- Preaching f ervlcc, 10
A. M.; Sabbath School,
·. m
P. M.;
MARVEL Whirling Spray
on Sunday.
perienced players, the high school boys 12:00 M. ; Social Evening Meeting, 7:00
meet
•new
class
Jnjrt·
VwlnilHjrl·»».
harder
showed better training and
prayer meeting, Tuesday evening;
ion uhil Suction. Ilest—Saf"
*.
Advertised letter in South Paris posl practice. At one time in the game it Ing, Friday evening.
D
ejt- Most Convenient,
A. Harding, Pastor
>iiii : <y \'M«r train arrives »:lb A.
J.
Rev.
Church.
ll Ileum liilull;,
Baptist
office April 21·:
looked as though the shoe
CIll'HCHKS.
Preaching service, 10:30 a. M.; Sabbath School,
Mr. Charlie Been.
lab jmp draff Ut for It.
would win, but the home boys took a 13.-00 m. Prayer Meeting Sunday evening 7 P. M.
If
be
cannot
the
supply
and won by a
STATED MEETINGS.
■ARVBIi, accept no
*·. '· V '1
H. D. McAlister and family are to brace in the seventh inning
It
*e \ Sun.'av School Xi M.; βιY move
was interother, bat send stamp for Ilv
into a rent in C. C. Colby's house score of 20 to 15. The game
F. Λ. A. M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge
lustrated
book-MtieS.lt
Rives
\
Λ\ α γ η.. Church frayer imwil·*
Friday Evening on or
fui. particulars and directions inesting from start to finish, striking So. 18, '.n Masonic Mall,
al Τ *> o'clock. All. nut other on Pleasant Street.
I
valuable to ladles. MAKVKI. CO.,
s batting before fuilmoon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,
»rc .ortlally luvttf'l.
«...
both
on
sides,
Bonney
plays
Boom Tinea Bd«.,.ten lork.
Evening, on or
li'ureh. Kev. Λ. W. l'ottle, Paetor
Miss Luella Haydenwasat home from and Shaw's fielding being especially No. 2M. esse ubles Wednesday
'·■(
A
before full moon. Oxford Council, R. 43. M.,
(.rayer η»·*}10*·
·'
tlit· Farmington Normal School to spend noticeable; Brown and
a. m., Sabbath Schoo;
Briggs also Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lot.ge,
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NOTICE.
«
1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after
Le^ue Meetta*. ·:» F. M. Sunday with her parents.
v
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played a fine game at short stop. The No.
In the District Court of the United States foi
full moon.
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was fair Fitteld
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In the matter of
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of
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George I. Burnham sang with the male lows:
No. 58, Huete on tlrst and third Friday of each
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
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ΤΑΓΚΟ MKRI.M1»·
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In
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I f
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.Sunday, in place of Mr. Walker.
A. O. Noyes
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
before full inoon.
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Cole.
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held at the
flrsî meeting of his creditors w'"
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The W. C. T. U. will meet at the Re,
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15th day of
month. Lake Assembly, No. 33, P. S second
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afternoon at
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and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
evenings lief Corps room Thursday
May,
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All members and friends are
P. of H.—Norway Grange >neets second ana
at which time the said cu
ï o'clock.
-nay attend,
The Oxford County lnterscliolastic
fourth Saturdays of each month at Grange Hall.
prove their claims, appoint » .tuaiee, examine
invited to be present.
>
League played its opening game on the
G. A. R.—Harrv Rust Post, No. M, meets In
the bankrupt and transact such other business
when New G. A. R. "'all on the llrst Tuesday Evening
as may properly come before said meeting.
Fellows* HklL
The factory of the Paris Manufactur- Fair («rounds Saturday afternoon,
No. ML meet*
South Paris, April 27th, 1901.
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NOTICE.
New
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Hall,
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ncsdav evenings of each month
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1 η the District Court of the United States for
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1 lie
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of
each
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than
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Hth. All are invited. For further par- siderably older and heavier looking
eich month
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the tfrst
our boys, may have been discouraged
Hmaûta I.o.lge,So. S, meet» every ticulars see uext week's paper.
meeting of hie creditors will be held at theL'ourt
Hall.
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from going to the grounds.
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y ; a.- evening at l'ythlan
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thing
vears, when
J lui Yates and wife
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leave at the Democrat officeand daughter Mary
ut iïi Mr> S. F. Briggs' house.
iting team to go away victorious. And Mrs. Otis N. Jones
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for
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Referee In Bankruptcy.
School
these
boys, although
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Mrs. Charles Kawson and daughter.
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and
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probfestly
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been
age,
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of
weight,
Auburn,
Miss Beatrice,
.it 1er hi* excelsior business.
k.·
and summer in Europe, it is understood.
visiting relatives here for a few days, ably'"experience. by faithful practice
in
one or two local
The water in Pennesseewassee Lake is
Kcv Edwin W. Pierce preached
coming to attend the wedding of Mr. efficient coaching of
Those
deserved
well
now higher than ever before.
λ
"cranks," who have won
tti<i Richmond Sunday, April Percy Allen and Miss Alice Davis.
il,
for square ball-playing of a who have kept the record say it is from
reputations
^th.
(ieorge F. Kastman and family have
order in the past, have put upon four and one-half to seven inches higher
to Skowhegan, moved from Mrs. Bennett s rent into a high
t W Κι ,ii! has gone
the diamond a team that will make a de- than the highest mark reached heretofacshoe
a
in
ri. lu: lia- employment
rent in Mrs. Alice Ρ Thayer's house. termined
ν
light for the championship of fore.
*
•
The rooms v;icuteil by Mr. Kastiwîin will Oxford
Game Warden Bassett had a most exand, if they prolit >\
Couuty;
and
hei
Bennett
Is he re-occupied by Mrs.
the experience of these early games, will citing time on the lake Fast Day trying
Mr* >l;(l.el S- Poole of Yarmouth
son
result of
(ieorge.
: her aunt. Mrs. Stowe, for a
certainly be an important factor foi to stop the fishing. It was the
I lie
law.
to count upon.
a misunderstanding of the
and
Bethel
heΛ
of
Norway
When a child le cross and Irritable or dull
few days.
personal property
quantity
and tired, when its sleep Is restless and Its
was clean and intei- officer understood that no fishing could
itself
The
Samuel
late
of
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game
estate
to
the
appetite variable give It a few doses of
Wen·ici! Koutids has been in Parlin's lunging will be sold at auction at his esting, free from all disturbances or be done until May 1st, while the fisherF Briggs
True'* Pin Worm Elixir. If worms
,t :.· taking Mr. Allen's place dura right to lish
,i
are tli·' cause they will lie expelled and If
at !» a. m. kicking at the umpires, for their work men understood they had
late residence Friday, May
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went
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ing
The articles include farm wagons and caused general satisfaction. I. nul the any/into after the
is due to a derauged digestive system
last man was out. no one could foretell lake. It is reported that both sides had
11 !5 Swett is here from Boston other tools, household goods. Ac.
v.
the result of the game.
authority for their positions from the
sh'-rt visit with his parents, Mr.
r
,,
lrvinu Andrews' crew, who are putIn the first inning, Gould taking lust fish commissioners. While lots of hard
"Niver once more," responded CassiHeujainin Swett.
ting logs into the river uj> above this turn at bat, each team scored two runs, work was done no lives were lost and
FOUGHT FOR HIS LIFE.
"Oi'ui goiu back to wur-ruk in th'
will Cure It.
Frank W Shaw, wife and «laughter, village, succeeded in capturing a wild I'pton forcing in two for Paris by a suc- all is well. The fishing goes on all the dy.
Thor's no fallln kaes thor;
"My father and sister both died of
quarry.
Sliavv, of Portlaud, were with
λ
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WeatherT.
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,,
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.·!·, W. M Shaw, over Fast Day. ~'(.(.d condition in their camp.
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near future.
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1 package. Large packages, 25 cents. Ε
South Pari·, April 29,1901.
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Me.
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We want to call your attention first to the
BLACK HOSE at 10c to 80e per pair.
DROP STITCH HOSE, black with plain
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Π.„.,Λ.

What Ails
that Child ?

N

r,0c

12

fancy "ÎOPS

or

per pair.
β
PLAIN COLORED HOSE in tans and slutes for 25e per pair.
BLACK HOSE WITH SPLIT SOLE for 20c per pair.
CHILDREN'S HOSE, plain or ribbed for 12 l-2c, 15c, 20c, or 25c per pair.
JERSEY UNDERVESTS, short sleeves and low neck for 10c. Similar

canning

feisr1"

LADIES, DUSSES AND CHILDBEN.

FOB

Every Woman

Underwear

Hosiery and

Summer

goods bat better qualities for 12 1-22 or 15c.
UNDERVESTS in extra sizes for 15c and 25c.
UNDERVESTS, high-necked and with long sleeves for 25c.

In these undc-rvests you have your choice of bleached or unbleached.
WHIΓΕ LISLE THREAD UNDERVESTS, low neck, short sleeves for 25c.
CHILDREN'S UNDERVESTS at 10c to 25c.
ONEITA UNION SUITS with long sleeves or short sleeves for 50c.
LADY'S PANTS, bleached or unbleached, for 25c.

SMILEY,

THOMAS

JMLAJCHTD.

NORWAY,

Now is the time to

—

Millinery !

Select Your

Styles

We Have the Latest

Hats,

in

Flowers and Novelties.

Miss Ν. M. Stiles, Head Trimmer.
CHILDREN'S MUSLIN HATS AND
BONNETS.

Hosiery speaks for itself.
patronage and thank you for all past favors.

Our Underwear and
We solicit your

MRS. E. A. HOWE,

South

Paris, Me.
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please

Prices will
A Selected Lot.
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you.
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——.

Parlin's, Μτΐί

P.

Ernest

SOUTH PARIS.

NEXT DOOR TO POST OFFICE,
Public station for local and

distance

long

telephone.

WALTER

"·♦·
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I

■·
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have them, and all

largest

We have the

kinds of them.
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and outing
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for
dress,
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SHIRTS,
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pay and

to

Come in and

no more :

You will like them, everybody
see them.
lines of Shirts at 25 and 38 cents, but they are

(We have 2
worth mentioning.)

what

Just

Pretty Fancy Shirts for the boys.

they

does.

hardly

want.

Noyes Company,

F. H.

SOUTH PARIS.

NORWAY,
(R'Winbnr

prices are just what
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cte., 75 cte. and $1.00.
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;
2.1 .V ; Scapegoat, 2.1
1).,
;
Jack
2.0SV
of
Sire
Passing Belle,
2.12.
and S others.
Kquity, 2.12^4 ; Klsinora, 2.12'j ; Reed Bird, 2.14I4;

produced Portia
a daughter of
Golddust (dam of Olendennis, 2.17X,

DAM—FLO"RE^fCE CHIMES' was out
The
(dam of Peerless Chimes, 2.18V).
Golddust, that also

and Justina,

2.20)

produced

Black

of

-►

^ dj

J*

j|

dam

that

was

and others.

5.348, sire of fifty-eight, including

The Abbott,

Myrtle

next

2.oS^

2.ojV \ The Monk,
His daughters have

;

Florence Chimes; Fantasy,
Merry Chimes, 2.08V » and

2.06;
the
produced eight, including Lady of
Ed Kaston, 209,54.
Hells, his dam, has nine to
Beautiful
"are
a"d
Devil,
2.09.
'·
Manor, 2.0.1V
is the dam of eight.
her credit, and her dam, Minnihaha,
handsome bay horse, grandly bred, the
This horse (American I.aw) is a very
and high finish. He will make
substance
of
choicest,
the
great
blood lines
very
Me., at a fee of $25.
South
Paris,
the season at Mountain View Farm,
For

particulars, address

\ EMOR.Y

H.

South Pa.ris, Me.

MASON, Supt.
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OUR FULL SPRING

STOCK OF-

WALL PAPERS
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I
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Seed Potatoes.
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1*50,000.
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Kimball Stone, Paris,

for

Inspeotion.

ROLLS.

in Oxford County.
We have tried to make this the Best Stock

Call and look it

over.

of samples
we have a full line
If we cannot suit you from the stock,
York.
New
in
Houses
from one of the largest Wall Paper Manufacturing

Dayton Bolster & Co

N.

Wall Paper,

Window Shades,
Picture Moulding,

At

Drapery, Poles,
Whitewash Tints for
Walls and Ceilings,

Paints,

Varnishes,
Brushes,

Noyes Drug Store,
NorwAj,

P· S.

U

Maine.

Paris,

South

I

II

7000

Ready

«

Maine.

and )
WE CAN SELL YOU 10 Rolls Wall Paper
)
for
match
20 yards Border to

atf^

^

.L.

mm PiLLSBz^T

Ο

BEECHAM"S

South Paris.

Organs,

Pianos and

Piano Stools,

vV/AL

' A.

80VTH PARIS, ΛΕ.

Coal, Cement, Lime, Hair, Brick, I

CATARRH
1·

Don't

What month does this
sent?—New York Journal.

Be

iffl'i^T^COLn "» H EAD

Be forehanded,
and guard
against it ;
Get a bottle οΓ

PHOTOGRAPHIC

JiAxm,

p.

Hie.

Plaster is Pain s Master.)
Fro» the natural impulse to "put some,
thiiu on" a piiiuful spot all applications
for the relief of pain hare arisen.
The uiurtt successful have ever been poultices or plaster», and the beet of these is
s

Benson's Porous Plaster.
No other has anything like the same
is highly and
power a» a < urutive agent; it
scientifically medi< ated, and its standard
is advanced year by year.
Use Benson's Plaster for coughs, colds,
chest dis- as' H, rheumatism, grip, neuralgia,
kidney trouble, lame back, and other ailments that make Winter a season of sufferdanger. It relieves and cure»
ing andthan
auy other remedy.
quicker
Do not accept Capsicum, Strengthening
or Belladonna piasters m place of Benson's,
as they possess noue of its curative power.
In»ist on having the genuine.
The neople of every civilized land have
testified for years to the superlative merit
of Benson's Piasters; and 5,000 physicians
and druggists of this country have declared
them worthy of public confidence.
In otficiid comparisons with others, Benson's Planters have been honored with
fiftyfi** highest awards.
For sale by all druggists, or we will prepay p< stage on any η .tuber ordered in the
United States on the receipt of 25c. each.
Accept no imitation or substitute.
Sea bury 4 Johnson, Mfg. Chemists, N.Y.

SALESMEN WANTED SKLSS

Atwood & Forbes, South Paris.

Everybody

A
Household
Medicine

A Safe and Sure Cure for

Sprains and Strains.

Only

Two

sizes, 85c. anil 50c.

Pain

Killer, Perry Davis*.

one

I will furnish DOORS un i WINDOWS of any
Size or Style at reasonable prices.

Also Window A Ooor Frames.

If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside 11
Outside work, send In your order». Pine l oc
oer anil Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash

Wf>«t «η

m

ne".

No. 82.—Doable Cnrtalllhum.

1. Doubly curtail a portal and leave a
verb.
2. Doubly curtail in that place and
leave a common article.
3. Doubly curtail to fade and leave

among.

4. Doubly curtail ideas and leave how-

good

ever.

the

5. Doubly curtail purpose and leave
letter.
(5. Doubly curtail youthful and leave

and MAJOR S LEATHER

...

Papers

city
city
city
city
city
city

of

happiness.

of interchange.
of wisdom.
of few people.
for country folks.

Presidential

Hobbs'

Store.

Key

to

for

cents.

the Pussier.

Theodore" Rooseyelt
York, first by reason
military achievements, and secondly on account of popular belief In hie personal Integra;,
and political soundness.
Every American boy should read the biography
of thia great American administrator, historian and
soldier. Nowhere la the life of thia representative
American citizen more clearly and authoritatively
Was elected Governor of New

of hie

aet forth than in the

Encyclopaedia
Britannica

It telle how after graduating from Harvard, be
law, waa a member of the N.Y. Assembly;
President of the U. 3. Civil Service Com misai on.
President of the New York Police Commission;
Asst. Secy, of the Navy; Lieutenant-Colonel and
later Colonel of the "Bough Riders," and now
studied

York.
It characterize· him aa a thorough scholar, an
Indefatigable sportsman, a typical ùontieiamau
and a brave leader.
Governer of New

It mentions the many valuable historical works
he published, how he lead his men at Laa Guaailaaa, El Caney, and San Juan Hill.

only

one oat

of

4,000 biographies of noted
men

FOUND IN WO OTHER

ENCYCLOPEDIA j> j>
Just now you can get the complete work, deliverel free, on payment of One Dollar (91-00) cash,
balance lu small monthly payments.

FREE

Aa Oak Bookease.
Guide to Systematic
Freight charges prepaid.
roa

uu

it

2 1-2 to 10 cents

a

roll.

WHY
buy

your

Centering.

new

No. 71.—Three States: 1. Oregon. 2.
Nevada. 3. Alabama.
No. 72.—Added Heads: 1. All, call. 2.
Age, page. 3. Rook, brook. 4. It, wit.
5. Heat, cheat. 6. At. cat 7. Lag, flag.

harness of

STOPS TIIE COUGII
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.

James N. Favor,

HEW WERNER

And this is

at, t.
No. 6S.—Word Squares. I. 1. Lamp. 2.
Area. 3. Meat. 4. Pats. II. 1. Town.
2. Oboe. 3. Wont. 4. Nets.
No. 60.—Reading Jumble: Beware the
Ides of March.
No. 70.—The Mesh Puzzle: 1. Abandoned. 2. Inanimate. 3. Commodore. 4.

Thousands of rolls from

F. A. Shuttle* & Co.

Proprietor

Laxative
\

Because his line is the

largest.

Because his

the lowest.

Because he is

a

maker.
Because he
over

can

are

practical
make

or

You cannot enjoy perfect health, rosy
:heeks and sparkling eyes if your liver
is sluggish and your bowels clogged.
DeWitt's Little Early Risers cleanse the
whole system. They never gripe.

harness

Comment "Percy says he wouldn't
marry the best woman living."
"Well,
that probably wouldn't break her heart
f she knew it"

make it

to suit you.

êwA

you pay.

Phla signature Is

91 Main St.,

F. A. Shurtletf & Co.

"How much did your baby weigh?''
"O, dear! Do you know, I'm so provoked! They forgot all about weighing
the dear little thing until it was nearly
two hours old, so we'll never know."

Because he guarantees everything
he sells to be full value for what

We

Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
No Cure, no Pay.
one day.

Price 25 cents.

of the

Tucker Harness Store?

prices

cold in

Laxative

Norway.

&e

on

every box of the

Bromo-Quinine
cold

remedy that

curve α

I·

|

genuine

mm·

mm

day

"Did you say that young man in the
headquarters
>arlor tried to kiss you, dear?" said the
roung stepmother. "Yes, he did," re>lied the daughter. "And did you tell
We oui «how you some of the beet swivel and ] lim
you would call me?" "No, I didn't.
land et·le plows lo the market, both In steel and
)o you think no one in the house wants
wood beams. We have
1 ο be kissed but you?"

for

are

Farming Tools and Fertilizers. j

Disc, Spading

rows, Corn
We

are

and

Spring-tooth

Har-

Planters, Cultivators, &c.

also

agents for the

Walter A. Wood

Harvesting Machinery,

We have la stock three full car loads of Fertilisers. We carry four of the leading brands.

A. W. Walker St

Isath Puts,
Mar. U, 1901.

»

j

Those famous little pills, DeWitt's
kittle Early Risers will remove all imturities from your system, cleanse your
iowels, make them regular.

Knew the Cause.
Giggleton—"I
Park« early died laughing last night"
Son,
® r—"Which one of your jokes were you
Mal··.

4* ailing?"

I

|

His Method—"Does that young man
next door to you play his tronbone by
ear or by note?" "Neither.
By brute
force."
Pyny-I'ectornl Stop* the Tickling,
and quickly allays inflammation in tlie throat.

Cecil—"What would you give to have

such hair

as

mine?"

Jeannie—"I don't

know—what did you give?"

they ought

The tirst step in treating this headache
is to drop work and worry, if possible,
and draw the blood from the head by
soaking the feet in hot water, and putting cold applications to the forehead
and the back of the neck.
A great many mysterious headaches
have their origin in over-etrained eyes.
This kind is cured only by giving the
eyes a vacation or by the oculist. Of
course, care in the use of the eyes is also
a help. Reading, writing, or sewing in a
dim or dickering light must be given
up. The common practice of trying to
read in jolting trains must also be discarded. The eyes must never be used
too long at a time, and when there is
much eye work to be done, brief rests
and bathings in hot water will ward off
the dreaded headache.
The headache which is the result of
exposure to colds or draughts or sudden
changes, is best treated by hot applications, hot water bags, and gentle friction
of the place of pain. If this does not
banish the headache in a day, then a
deeper illness is indicated.
The best way to treat headaches is to
avoid them—to refuse to overtax the
eyes, the nerves or the stomach, and to
give attention to exercise and bathing.

Pounced, ounce.
No. 67.—Metagram: Wheat, heat, eat,

Governor

a

gallant raid.

In man; a bloodless war,
A soldier of fortune, undismayed
By battle and wound and scar!
'Neath the guiding touch of a little hand
He has traveled many a mile
Through the wonderful realms of Playlike
Where the spirits of fancy smile.

DONT'S OF DRESS.
Don't put cost before cut.
Corded
silk won't cover a clumsy fit.
Don't wear a sailor hat and a blouse
after your 40th birthday.
Don't pinch your waist
Fat like
murder, will out—somewhere.
♦Don't clothe yourself in men's apparel
and expect the courtesy tine to a lady.
Don't powder your cheeks without
looking in a glass afterward.
Don't put all your allowance outside.
A ragged petticoat kills the smartest
gown.
Don't make hay of yonr possessions
and then credit your limited purse with
your shabby appearance.
Don't let your dressmaker dress you.
Dress yourself. She may
give you
smartness, but individuality—never.—
Boston Globe.

A Warning—to feel tired before exertion is not laziness—it's a sign that
the system lacks vitality, and needs the
tonic effect of Hood's
Sarsaparilla.
Sufferers should not delay. Get rid of
that tired feeling by beginning to take
Hood's Sarsaparilla to-day.

Hacked—"Not another word, sir! Re-

I was cut out for a gentleman."
"Well, all I have to say, whoever did the
cutting must have used an awfully dull
pair of shears."

member,

Land,

But, strange to say, in his boldest fight,
Though he halted or rested not,
Through all bis travels by day and night
lie haa stood in the selfsame spot!
He wss ridden far, he was ridden hard,
He has borne fierce brunts and blowa
And oft haa felt, as a sweet reward,
A kiss on bis wornout nose.

In the eyes of his master he still is fair
And worth his weight in gold.
—Herald and £«i|byter.

CARRYING

They

was

work easy, make a smooth
»u-

face, and any

walls, ceiling!,
trie*, kitchen»

apply thun

one can

there were no armed
she quickly sheered off before our rifles. Within the next two hours she
made three different attempts to crash
into us, but each time our fire, which
was not meant to kill, drove the men
and confused all.
from the

as

jL

price aa onllnary pnlm.
FBEE Color card ami our Wk et, «Ho· t,
Refurnish the Home Without Buying New 7
f
Dltore."
ume

to
for tha ache returns. There's a way
do it so the ache will not come back.

Read how it's done.
Made by Heath it Milligan M'f'g CoM
Mr. Fred A. Wood, of 103 Thurbers
Chicago.
for
avenue, Providence, R. I., messenger
Also Floor Paint, Floor V .ri.i>h.
(.ont
:
pilothouse
the Earle and Prews Express Co., says
and Spar Varnish, ΜιιήΙο. ^
Then she settled down to pursue us,
I became so enRailroad aud Liquid
of
winter
the
Masury's
"In
1897
to
l'»ltti'
and, as a matter of fact, she hung
For bale by
of Doan's Kidney
She had come out un- thusiastic an admirer
us for 48 hours.
I
of
me
kidney
cured
prepared with fuel or provisions, how- Pills, after they
&
about and trouble, I wrote to the agents unsolicited,
ever, and at last had to turn
ΡΟΓΤΙΙ PABI8,
*1*1.11.
reachand
she
cure
time
stating
the
about
head for Cadiz. By
my
telling them
ed port It was too late to think of fur- that if my recommendation would help
ther pursuit, and we were left to make the
preparation along I would be only
,
our voyage In peace and land our pasto furnish it It has appeared
too
pleased
learned
sengers In due time at Rio. 1
and
SCHOOL,
in our Providence newspapers since,
Raminez and

Don

the

Spanish

up a great row over
the affair, and there was a lot of correspondence and demands and red fire,
but Da Costa won his bride, and the
rest of us got safely away with our reward, and the obstinate old father had
nothing to do but chew the rag and

By Λ\. Quad.

yell "Carambal"

Copyright, 1001, by Ο. B. Lewis.

Whlatllnar.
Dr. William Krauss In The Journal
of Nervous and Mental Diseases deDied

The crew of the American brig Nemo
had been paid oft at Cadiz and as mate
I was looking for another berth when
a young and good looking man who
was strolling about the wharf as if in
search of some one accosted me with
as a
ac-

As
company him to a cafe for α talk.
the young man was α Brazilian and a
landsman my curiosity was naturally
aroused. He was rather slow in coming to the point, being evidently desirous of sizing me up, and I had begun
to grow a little Impatient when he
leaned across the table and said:
"Scnor, I have decided to trust you
and tell you the truth. It is an expedition tf> carry off a young lady."
"If it is a scheme to abduct a woman,
I want nothing to do with It," I re-

plied.

"Do not mistake me, senor. I am a
Brazilian. I am from one of the highest families In our country. I am In
love with a Spanish lady, a young lady
of highest birth, but her people are opposed to our marriage. I am not only
In love with her, but she returns my

SON,

Banjo Mandolin,«'Guitar

that

OFF A BRIDE

to

Inside woodwork,
ρ»,
and furniture.

and beautiful tints. The surface Is D,,/
Any reader who has had backache
nbforbtnt and can be kept
She came slashing alongside,
route.
with
back
bright im
the
found relief by rubbing
clean by wiping with a damp » loth.
with shouts and yells from her crew,
that
and lotions, understands
linimenta
when
Don't
but
fancy
price»
pay
your .|e»]tr
thinking to make an easy capture,
waa but a makeshift, furnish you "Sateuma Interior knamel»" u ι·
men aboard the relief obtained
**

government kicked

inquiry as to my capability
navigator and later on asked me to

Ια Thlf Cam the Work
Properly Don·.

tfirior

better than paint.

are

S. P. MAXIM

wear
And, though he is rather the worse for
And is crippled and scarred and old,

an

NO MAKESHIFT.

in the month of May, 1899, I emword I
phatically state there is not one
On the other hand, I
wish to retract
a prep·
am only too pleased to re-endorse

CHARLES S. LEWIS, Teacher.

Kidney Pills."
all
Doan's Kidney Pills for sale by
dealers, price 50 cents. Mailed by Foster-

AT SOUTH PARIS EVERY SATURDAY.

now

Private and Clas« Logons.
Can furnish everything such
to the struments, music, string.- hnd
tion books.

aration which acts so faithfully
representations made for it as Doan's

Mil burn Co., Buffalo, Ν. Y., sole agents
Remember the uame,
for the U. S.

a?

in.

instruc-

For terms and full information idilr**?
50 J^mes St., Auburn, or
ill >
Andrews House Saturday?.

case of a Polish herdsman,
Doan's. and take no substitute.
27 years of age, weighing 230 pounds,
who some months previous to an acciPetition for Discharge.
dent had suffered from apoplexy re)
In tho matter of
was
He
left
In BanJtruptcy.
In
hemiplegia.
sulting
JOSEPH ST. PIERRE,
)
arm
his
Bankrupt
of
use
the
slowly regaining
the Hon. Natiian Wkbb, Judge of the Dieand leg when he was struck by a train Totric.t
Court of the Untte<l State* for the District
and was found unconscious on «.he
of Maine:
ST. PIKRRE. of Rumford, Jn the I
track with three scalp wounds. There
In !
County of Oxford. anil State of Maine,
was a depressed fracture of the skull ealil District, respectfully represents, that on the
ad·
of Dee., last past, he wax duly
three inches above and one Inch be- £!η·Ι <tay
reiudged bankrupt under tlic Acte of Congress
hind the left ear. He was immediately lating to ll&nkruptcy; that he has duly surand rights of property,1
hie
all
rerendered
bone
property
trephined and the depressed
and has fully compiled with all the requin menu
moved.
of eald Acte and of the orders of Court touching
About 10 o'clock at night he began his bankruptcy.
Wherefore ho praye, That he may be decreed
to whistle, not, however, the "popular by the Court to have a full discharge from all
calls
debts
whistle
the
but
provable against hie estate under eald
the
of
day,"
songs
bankrupt Acte, except euch debts as are exor
in
use
to
calling
accustomed
from euch discharge.
he was
cepted by law
Dated this 2nd day of Apill, A. D. 1V01.
driving his flocks. He would continue
hie
then
wbletting for about one minute,
JOSEPH X ST. PIERRE, Bankrupt,
mark
would cease for five or ten minutes
Witness, RALPH T. PARKER.
and kept this up at regular Intervals
It
was
time
no
posAt
died.
he
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREOF.
until
sible to distinguish any melody. The District ok Mai.sk, ss.
On thle 13th day of Apr., A. D. 1901, on readsounds were of the same pitch and init Is—
ing the foregoing petition,That
a hearing l>e had
Ordered by the Court,
tensity and of the same character.
4th
the
same
on
the
day of May, A. D.
They were audible throughout the upon
1901, before eald Court at Portland, In said Disthat
ward and attracted the attention of pa- trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and Demthe Oxford
To the phy- notice thereof l»e published In
tients and attendants.
and
ocrat, a newspaper printed In nabl District,
sicians In attendance it was a strange that all known creditor*, and other persona In
at the said time and place,
Interest,
may
appear
calls
whistle
these
bear
experience to
und show cause, If snv they have, why the praygruuted.
coming from a patient In a state of er bf said petitioner should not be
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
to
unconsciousness. It was impossible
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known credrouse the patient at any time before Itore copies of eald petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of reslderce ae
after the accident, and he died,

scribes the

Bankrupt's

JOSEPH

or

whistling

a

few minutes before death.

Looking Without

Seeing.

Perhaps you are an exception to the
rule, but If you are not you have probably on many occasions, juet after looking at your watch, been forced to acknowledge to a friend who asked you

> ta ted.
Wltneae the Honorable Nathan Wkbb. Judge
of the said Court, and the ecul thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the 13th day of April,
A. D. 1901.
A. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
(L. s.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—A. H. DAVIS, Clerk.

The atauneh ami elegant ft« .»ι· «r»,
DlnKlcy" and "Bay State" alt*
In λ H|lU«
franklin Wharf, Portland, an
Boston, at 7.00 P. M., dally,Sui iy»eia
t ·. ,>n
The»c Fteamer* meet every «·· n
atcamehli) eervlce In safety, apee
f.,ri iu
luxury of traveling
Through ticket* for Provide· ee, Lowe.,
Worcester, New York, etr.
J. Κ Llî-.COM it, General
T. M. Bartlctt, Λ Kent.

KOCiOl

Cure
Dyspepsia
Drflests
wh*t you eat.

artificially digests t h».· food aLdaidj
Nature iu streutftbewijfc! ;ti.d reconstructing the exhausted d.^e«tiveol·
η ins. It is the laU st disc
ddife·^
ant nod tonic. No other preparabn
I r

jao

approach

it 11;

:

It io·

;■·.

otaniiy relleveâULo , ru:^.. :iycures
Djtpepsia, Ind!e' *1 n, !! rtburn,

Flatulence, Sour Stomach, Nausea,
Sick Headache, (j.i^traliria Crampsawl
all other results or :· z<M:on.

Price 50c. and il. Lui »elaw
*.·
small aU*. ι>υυ« «ί· ·».*/»:
Prspor»d by E. C· OeA'i I f a CD, C·;

the time that you did not know what it
Yet you undoubtedly took your
was.
timepiece out of your pocket, looked at
its face and carefully replaced It in

^our

A FAIRER GIRL I NEVER LOOKED UPON.

She has vowed to the Virgin
that she will never give her band to another.
Indeed, she is ready to die if
she cannot marry me."
"And why do her people object?" I
asked, thinking that If his looks did
not belie his character any father in
Spain might be proud of bim for a son-

passion.

in-law.
"It was a feud between our fathers,

partly political and partly busi-

senor,

There was bad blood, and. though
my father died years ago, Don RamiHe has a
nez still holds his bitterness.
son with whom I have fought a duel,
and that I wounded and vanquished
him has but added to the bitterness of

ness.

the situation."
"Why. this Don Raminez Is a government odlclnl of some sort. Isn't he?"
"He Is governor of the province of
Cadiz, senor."
"If lie Is rlcu ana powerrui anu upto tin» marriage, your cake Is

posed

You seem to run more of a
cbanee of being shot than of becoming
his son-in-law."
Senor Da Costa, as he bad given me
bis name, looked troubled for a moment, and then a flash came to his eyes

dough.

he quietly asked:
"In your country, senor, what do they
do in such cases?"
"The lovers? Well, If the old folks
are opposed there Is generally a runas

away match."
"I have heard so, and there will be
one in this case. We would both have
It otherwise, but It Is the last resort 1
must take the senorlta to Brazil to become my wife. It was settled that way
last evening."
"But bave you counted on the old
man?" I asked, a little annoyed by the
of
young man's coolness in disposing
the case. "He'll be after you In two

hours, and he bas the legal right to
take his daughter off the steamer and
put you behind the bars. I should say
be would be a bad man to fool with."
"Listen, senor," quietly replied the
lover. "You will find In this port a
craft for sale or charter. She may be
email, but she must be fast It will be
better for many reasons that she le a
You shall buy her and
sail vessel.
clear her for some western port, and I
will sail away with the eenorita, and

pocket, showing

a

logical

se-

quence of thought and a well defined
object, which did not, however, result
>ln leaving a sufficiently distinct lmpreeslon on your mind to satisfy your
friend's curiosity as to the hour of tho
day. The motion was not an involuntary one, like that of the boy who cannot too often admire his first chronometer, nor yet habitual, for few persons
are merely In the habit of taking out
their watches. One does so only for a

A full line of these ranges

specific purpose.

Now, how may this seeming contradiction be accounted for? Perhaps the
reason Is that not once in ten times
does a man look at his watch to see
what the actual time Is, but rather to
learn whether he still has time to accomplish some purpose. He may want
to keep an appointment at a certain
time or to be sure not to miss a boat
or train. When be takes out his watch,
therefore, he Instinctively looks for
the hands In the position called for by
that particular moment, and when he
sees that they have not yet reached
that point he returns the watch to its
resting place, with his mind relieved.

The actual position of the hands really plays no part at all In the operation, and so when the time Is asked of
In other
him he Is unable to reply.
words, he accomplishes the paradoxical
feat of Intently looking at α thing withuui

lean/ BIÎU16

·ι.

Trouble With a Telencope.
Continued observation with the telescope of tbe Yerkes observatory revealed the unpleasant existence of u
number of curious streaks of light running horizontally, whose appearance
had certainly never been noticed be-

fore and gave rise to redoubled uneasiness. And yet everything seemed
right with the glass viewed externally
and the most searching Investigation
could discover no cause.
At last In desperation the eyepiece
end was unscrewed, and Professor
Ellermun, the slimmest of the party,
was bidden to crawl, as he well could
do, along In the tube Itself, nnd see If
be could discover aught amiss. lie
crept along well enough, so wide Is the
tube, till he got beyond the center,
when the telescope began to turn over
with bis weight, and he would have
slid down on the top of the glass bad
not the other end been promptly seized
and held fast Then he continued bis
Journey, and In another moment had
discovered the unsuspected author of
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Eastman Kodaks, 20 per cent discount from catalogue. All Cameras
The Brownie Orneras
50 per cent discount from catalogue prices.
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E. C. Boice, Somers Point, Ν. Y.
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Courtesy.
and from that day to selling
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to
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and
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more time. Set forth
polite
hope you
boy's mother,
this the behavior of tbe Yerkee 40 Inch
everybody." "Yes'm, I am. I sicked a craft."
glass bas been all that heart could dethe dog on a tramp, but I said 'excuse
At the end of another half hoar we
sire.—Good Words.
mo' afterward."
had the details arranged as far as posand
I
was
to
ready
begin my
Spring coughs are specially dangerous sible,
Waste, Heat and Ezerelae.
MAINE.
NORWAY,
and unless cured at once, serious results share of the work. Within 24 hours I
William M. Evarts was a marvel of
One Minute Cough Cure bad found a schooner yacht from the
often follow
acts like magic. It is not a common Mediterranean, an English built craft Intellectual vitality to an advanced
and be used to explain It by saymixture but is a high grade remedy.
whose owner had tired of playing sail- age,
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Vivian W. Hills,-

TO

CURE

A COLD IN

ONE

DAY

Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refund the money if it
F. W. Grove's signature
fails to cure.
on

Co.

each box.

25c.

F. A. Shurtleff &

is
Mamma:

Tommy (inquiringly): "Mamma,

this hair-oil in this bottle?"
That's gum!"
"No.
Tommy (nonchalantly) "I expect that is why I can't
get my hat off."

Boiling water takes out fruit stains
after the place has been covered with
salt The French woman drops a pinch
Nasal Catarrh quickly yields to treatof salt on the tablecloth as soon as she
ment by Ely's Cream Balm, which is
discovers one. Never use hot water
It is received
aromatic.
for blood stains, but warm with eoap- agreeably
the nostrils, cleanses and heals
The sun will take out scorch marks through
the whole surface over which ii diffuses
either when the linen is put on a platter
itself. A remedy for Nasal Catarrh
and covered about an inch deep with
which is drying or exciting to the diswater, or put in the sun to dry.
eased membrane should not be used.
Cream Balm is recognized as a specific.
Carpets of rooms much used should Price 50 cents at druggists or by mail.
t>e taken up and beaten twice a year, A cold in the head immediately disaprhis is necessary for cleanliness, and in pears when Cream Balm is used. Sly
wder to save wear.
Brothers, 66 Warren Street, New York, j

I

us.

Ât noon the steamer came up with
The brother was aboard of her,
us.
while the father had taken the othei

I

You can't cure dyspepsia by dieting.
Eat good, wholesome food, and plenty
of it.—Kodol Dyspepsia Cure digests
a mild
cathartic, and sitting with food without aid from the stomach, and
her feet in hot water before going to is made to ci*re.
bed.
In Earnest. lie (delightedly)—"Have
The nervous headache is the kind to
and truly never been engaged
which women are most subjected, as it you really
not in
results from the effort to make the before?" She—"Never—that is,
nerves do more than
to do. the winter."

No. 64.—Proverbs Paraphrased: Two
of a trade never agree. The hindermost
dog catches the hare.
No. C5.—Charade: Ink-well.
No. 66.—Hidden Animals: 1. Taper,
ape. 2. Crate, rat. 3. Scowl, cow. 4.
Cramp, ram. 5. Proem, roe. 6. Shares,
hare. 7. Jewel, ewe. 8. Foxy, ox. 1)

We have many patterns that will
room

The hero of many

ing

I

CONCERNING HEADACHES.
To attempt to banish all variations of
headache by a single "cure" shows a
child-like faith in medicine, but very little common sense.
The lirst step
towards curing a headache is to find out
which kind of a one it is, and to devote
one's energies to drive it away. The
headache, which results from indigestion, is of frequent occurrence, and it
implies over-eating or unwise eating,
and that when a woman finds herself
afflicted with such a headache, she
should proceed to cure it by fasting and

V and I.
If you and I and ewe and eye
And yew and aye (dear me)
Were all to be spelled u and i.
How mixed up we should be!
—Harvard Lampoon.

Variety

50

Nickname·.

son.

Hoarda fur sale.

thing?

I

Old Man Eloquent—John Q. Adams.
Canal Boy—James Garfield.
Tippecanoe—William Henry Harrison.
Honest Abe—Abraham Lincoln.
Rough and Ready—Zachary Taylor.

paper and border your

Bereft of his mane and tall,
A veteran charger stanch and bold,
He has weathered life's fiercest gala—

n\ea8"r1"^

I

of truth.

Rail Splitter of the West—Abraham
Lincoln.
Hero of New Orleans—Andrew Jack-

AT

Maine.

a
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MAJOR CEMENT CO.. NEW YORK CITY

tod old.

I

1. A letter. 2. A sea flsh. 3. An artificial water course. 4. A canal. 5. Paints
coarsely. 6. One-half of listen. 7. A
letter.

011 having tlu-ui.
ϊ»υ K|«nt« wrm-nr»- th«* («t.
ESTABLISHED 1S7G.
15 an I Ï5 c«nt< jwr bottle at all ilrueirint*.

and Job Work.

CHANDLER,

E. W.

as

don't believe
SUbstituter.

A handsomely Illustrai od weekly. I.invest Cirof anr m itmtlUc journal. Term*. 93 a
year; fournionttu.fi. Sold by all newsdealer·.

culation

Matched Hard Wood Floor

S°Agbird

that walks ?nd swims, but does
so even
house-cleaning loses its not fly, is the penguin. No nests are
terrors when one goes about it systemat- made
by penguins, but the one egg laid
ically and energetically knowing "just at a time by the mother is carried about
how.M
under her absurd little wing or under
The paint and woodwork of rooms h
should of course, be cleaned before the
of flight birds is the
carpets are re-laid. Soft soap and luke- California vulture or condor,
wrim water, sapolio, or even a little from
tip to tip nine and a half to ten
ke osene oil, are all good to use.
feet, and exceeding considerably in size
deal
a
good
Bedsteads, too, demand
the true co idor of South America. The
of thought and care, which, if properly bird
lays but one egg each season-large,
much
will
save
subsequent oval, ashv green in color, and deep y
exercised,
be
to
are
so
forgotten, pitted, so distinctive in appearance that
apt
trouble; they
and more than any other article they ac- it cannot be confounded with any other.
cumulate a quantity of dust which is
The California condor is rapidly apdetrimental to health as well as objecextinction, and museums all
proaching
tionable in a general way. To obv'..te over the world are eager to sec'ir®
this, remove the bedding, and then care- specimens. It is believed that there is
fully beat and brush out all the corn rs, onlv one in captivity.
buttons, etc., of the mattress. The bedAnother large bird is the rhinoeero
stead and springs should, of course, bo
bird, which is about the size of a turkey.
wherever
soft
brush
with
a
well dusted
One recently shot on the island of Java
the laths join, and can be painted with a had in its
crop a rim from a small telelittle petroleum, which is beneficial as a
scope and three brass buttons, evidently
the
etc.
of
insects,
way, belonging to a British soldier s uniform.
By
preventive
do not keep a mattress in use till it is
A bird which is swifter than a horse
absolutely uncomfortable and out of is the road runner of the southwest. Its
shape; if regular and judicious turning aliases are the ground cuckoo, the lizard
does not suffice, take the opportunity bird and the snake kilter, snakes being
offered by house-cleaning to have the a favorite diet.
In northern Mexico,
hair picked out, combed, and put back western Texas and southern Colorado
The bud
again.
and California it is found.
Mahogany and all polished furniture measures about two feet from tip to tip
of any kind, is also apt to become very and is a dull brown in color. Its two
dull and tarnished, and should be rubbed loss are only about ten inches long, but
till it shines. The best aud easiest way neither horses with their four legs, nor
of polishing wood, is to make a "dolly" hounds, nor electric pacing maclnnes
of raj,s, iinally tying it up tightly in a are in it for swiftness when it comes to
piece of soft tlannel; this should be
are the sewing or tailor
slightly sprinkled with linseed oil; over
it tie a cloth rag on which put a few birds of India-little yellow
not
woodwork
all
the
rub
of
drops alcohol;
much larger than one's thumb. Ίο esquickly with this prepared material, and cape falling a prey to snakes and mon*
polish qrickly as you proceed with a kevs, the tailor bird picks up a dead leaf
soft silk or tlannel rag. Both the oil a d flies
a
up into a high tree, and with
and tho spirit should be very sparingly fibre for a thread and its bill fora needle
applied, as they would otherwise moist- sews the leaf on to a green one l>»nR'ne
en the wood too much and produce from the
tree, the sides are sewedlop,
smears; but if the operation is btiskly an opening being left at the top. That
done, according to these instructions, no a nest is swinging in the tree no snake
polish, ] owever elaborate, will bring or monkey or even man would suspect.
about the same brightness.
Many a regin-cnt c..nnot compare in
To clean gas globes, scrub them with
of movement with the illght
perfection
disin
a soft firm brush dipped
soap
of ti e cit lev;s of Florida, winging their
solved in hot water, or with soft soap. way to their feeding grou ΐΛ mile·
If they are badly stained, put them into
away, all in uniform lines, in unbroken
a large saucepan in lukewarm water, in
perfection. The curlews are dainty and
which sod.i and suap powder should prebirds to see, some pink, some
viously have been dissolved; stand them *
near, but not over, the fire for three or
Birds in flight often lose their bearfour hours; then place the saucepan inLS being blown aside from their
with its contents in a cool place, and do course
they
by the wind. In this
not remove the globes until the liquid is are as
off as a marine- withottta
badly
quite cold. Kinse in lukewarm water co npass in a strange sea on a starless
containing a few drops of ammon'a; n
after this wipe each globe with a soft
All very young birds, by a wise proglass cloth, and stand it to dry thor- vision of nature, are entirely without
on
tho
either
in
tl*e
sun
or
plate fear, until they pre able to fly. The
oughly,
rack at ti e back of the stove; without renson of the
delayed development of
attention to these latter precautions, the fear is that
being unable to fly, the
glass will probably crack. If the stains birds would struggle and fall from then:
do not give way to this treatment, they nejts at
every noise and be kill Γ d. ouu
will possibly have been caused by grease,
dcnly, almost in a day, the birds develop
in which case fuller's earth made into a the sense of
fear, when the r feathers
paste with a little spirits of turpentine, a.e enough grown so that they can fly.
and applied with a rag, will remove
It is always a source of wonder to
them effectually.
Arctic explorers to find such quantities
The next item for consideration is of
singing birds within the Aictic cirwindow-cleaning, and a very important cle. They are abundant beyond belief.
As to the washing materials But the immense
one it is.
crop of cranberries,
to be used, they are best cliosen accordcrowberries and cloudberries that ripen
ing to personal experience. The ob- Mi the other swamps account for the
jection to water, as far as some places I presence of the birds.
are concerned, is its hardness, which
A stick of wood seven inches long and
often renders it very difficult to really a
quarter of an inch in diameter, was
clean tho panes, and more frequently onoc taken from a wren s nest. It is
still quite ruins the cha uois. Where
lcate
very singular that so small and de
soft water is available, this inconven- a bird should use such
material
rough
ience is avoided. With regard to the to construct its nest. If an
eagle should
m. uy polishes on sale, whitening is unuse material proportioned to its size its
doubtedly the best as well as the cheap- nest would be mrde up of fence rails
est and the simplest, only it must be ap- I
and small saw logs.
plied carefully and well rubbed off; let
The extraordinary situations in which
it be applied with a flannel, rub it off I nesis
are found occasionally almost give
with the same material, then polish with one the
impression that birds must be
a soft dry chamois; if two persons can be
endowed with a seuse of hutnor. loi
one
to
window
at
clean
the
same
spared
instance, a wren built its nest upona
time (inside and out) the labor will be
scarecrow, a dead sparrow hawk, which
also
will
result
and
tho
greatly reduced,
a farmer had hung up to frighten away
be much more s..tisfr2toiy.
Anyhow winged ravagera of his crop. In the
the corners are the crucial test of good
pocket of an old jacket hanging In a
window cleaning, and must be carefully barn a
bird, also a wren, made its nest
done.
Keep the same chamois for which when discovered, contained uve
windows only, and put them away well
It was a robin that raised a
eggs.
stretched and free from creases. Anvoung family in a church pew, and a
other way is to sprinkle a clean leather, robin also that built its nest in the organ
well wrung out of hot water, with a few
pipes of a church. Places of worship
drops of strong ammonia or alcohol; have always been favorite building
then dry and polish with soft clean places for birds.—New \ ork Sun.
leathers, or old dusters.—McCall's Maga7ino
Bekcham's Pills for distress after eating.

worn

J.™e

No. 81.—Diamond.

CEMENT. Buy once,
you will buy fori:
There
ever.

Scicntiiic American.

Planing, Sawing

In Honolulu one sees a bird
size of the robin, an independent sort of
fellow, that walks about like a chicken,
instead of hopping like a weU tiained
bird of the United states, and it has no

lettered and bruised tod

SLming

If there's any such thiûg as "altering"
The papers as they stand,
lie will do all he can relating
of land.
To our

Why try to stick
things u ith something that doesn't
stick? Buv MAJOR'
CEMENT; you know
it sticks.
Nothing
breaks away from it
Stick to MAJOR1!

nothing

7N.—Proirrenalve Enigma.

No. SO.—Anagram.

Gives instant relief.

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether
invention h probably patentable. Communications mrtctlycwiddenllal. Handbook on Patenta
sent free. oldest agency for securuifc-patenta.
Patent· t.ik<··! through Mann X to. receive
fj*< uil rtofic, without chatye. in the

Builders'

Burns

Colds

Designs
Copyrights 4c.
and
sketch
a
Anvnne ·Μ»η(1Ιπ«
description may
an

Finish I

Bruises

Coughs

famous statesman.

No. 79.—Riddle.
I impose silence on the most celebrated
I chase the financier from the
orator.
desk to which I had myself summoned
him. The monk awaits the sound of my
I
voice to undergo his cruel penauce.
terminate at the saine moment a hundred
I say the same thing to
different affairs.
sa>;es and to fools, and yet when I am
whispering in the lover's ear of the interview awaiting him I only remind the
devotee of her prayers.

PainKirter |

Diarrhcea

a

1—Forever.
1, 2—A species of quadrumana having
the same number of teeth as man.
2, 3, 4—To curiously inspect.
3, 4, 5—A tiny stream of water.
1, 2, 3, 4, 5—The name of a division of
time which is used as a synonym for
tears and laughter.

Knows
About

/IHanmv

CHANDLER,

No.

JOB PRINTING.

Cramps

of

name

We Do all Kinds of....

Patents
S Co.36,B""d-« New Yorfc
MUNN
Branch office. 126 Κ SU Washington. D. C.

or

Cleveland, Ohio.

50 YEARS*
EXPERIENCE

E. W.

Hawaii
$1Birde without song beiong toabout
the

rUMo8tfcurious

77.—Beheading".
Bebend wide and leave a highway. 2.
Behead angry and leave value. 3. Behead stintry and leave impllke. 4. Behead a ship's officer and leave consumed.
5. Behead wrong and leave to fail. 6.
7.
Behead to tell and leave exultant.
Behead to mount and leave a part of the
body. S. Behead to be assured of and
leave at the present time.
The beheaded letters will spell the
No.

you get.

Salary
In Oxford anil adjacent counties.
commission. Address
THE VICTOR OIL COMPANY.

70.—Charade.

With my FIRST my second made
A fine big THIRD,
For he was skillful at my WHOLE,
As I have heard.

Be sure It Is
the "L. F." kind

THE RIGHT THING TO PUT ON.
Sanson

No.

"L. F." Atwood's
Bitters
and keep your
digestion right.

SUPPLIES !

93 Until St., South ParK
Mall orders promptly û!le<l

repre-

A beverage; "in this place;" S; "the
human race;" a question in one letter;
"forerer;" S; a falsehood; a vegetable;
a beverage;
a beverage; parts of lamps;
more of the same beverage: a masculiue
a
pronoun; "a clew:" a baking utensil;
key on the piauo; the; part of the face.
The whole is a well known proverb.

Bilious

—

picture

No. 75.—Keban.

Restore» the Sensed of Taste
the Membrane.
No Mercury. No Injurious .irutf*.
and Smell.
30
cents; Family sUe. #1.00 st
Regular Size,
l>rugelst8 or by uiall.
ELY BROTHÉRS, 36 Warren Street, New Tork

w.

Birds without wings are found in
New Zealand and Australia. Kiwi is the
Beautiful mats
name of one species.
are made of the feathers of the white
variety, but it takes ten years and more
to collect enough feather* to
a small mat, which would sell foi about

discovnignt, tue sailing of the yacht
ered, and while one steamer was beadthe
ed for the Canaries a second took
course for Rio and was soon overhaul-

THE OLD ROCKING HOR3I.

ιη£

MAINE

^OUTH PARIS,

Abeorbe«lj

k

Optician.

Practical

w/

Gives Relief at once..
Opeu» an·! clean:*;*
the Nasal Passages.

Watchmaker and

Expert

WINGS—OTHERS WITH-

SONG—THE BIGGEST BIRDS.

Tlie8'largest

Samuel Richards,

:mn

Ely's Cream Balm,

It 1h qilkklT

Clrir v· ami bwutiflw the hslr. I
Ε
K-juiotu· » luuoiil growth.
Merer Tall· to Heater· Ot*y|
Hair to It» Youthful Color.
Cure* »c*:p J.·**»«» ft hmir faUiaf

Books.

Reasonable Prices.

ipcclflc

OUT

Well, as somebody once said, "Everything is easy if you know just how to do

Sand, «.to.

PARKER'S
BALSAM

CATARRH.

SOME WITHOUT

it,"

-AT-

Th·

So. 74.—Picture Poule.

HAIR

Instruction

CLIMATIC

essary to make both themselves and
their families supremely uncomfortable
by tearing up carpets and .outing out
ancient dust and dirt from its hiding
places in da.k corners, on tops of cupboaids and shelves and other inconspicuous placrs. It is necessary to
suffer—not as as the French proverb has
it "to be beautiful" but in more utilitarian American—to be clean.

TENVOMR—An eastern state.

[

SON,

W. WALKER &

ΑΛΤ»

LOCAL
and

bring

A postal or telephone
you a supply promptly.

Ice,

Covers

Wi 4KB NEVER O'TT.
to as will

■

73.—Geographical Pnule,

No.

HINTS.

April and May aie the months when
all good housekeepers consider it nec-

DOTLAPN11—Λ city in Maine.
COIXEM—A southern gulf.
AKDTOA—A western state.
OTNERNT—A city In New Jersey.

DO YOU WANT IT? |

I

Correspondence on topic· of Interest to the Indict
Is solicited. Address : Editor HommilW
Column, Oxford Democrat, Paris, Maine.
HOUSE-CLEANING

10 cents and 35 cents, at «11 drug stem.

ΛΛΑ I

p.

^ V *

f~

ODD FACTS ABOUT BIRDS.

? COLUMN.

clearance.
While knowing, of course, that Da
Costa was in Cadiz, It appeared that
Don Ramlnez had neither imprisoned
bis daughter nor set an extra watch on
her movements. To dodge her duenna
and escape from the house and grounds
and make her way to an appointed rendezvous must bave been a difficult matter, but she accomplished It, and two
hours after dark one evening a boat
brought the pair of lovers aboard. Ten
minutes later we were under way. A
fairer girl I never looked upon, and she
was as brave as she was fair.
We left port with a fair wind and
carried It all night as we headed out

and the yacht slipped
by steam. We had
got away so quietly that 1 did not look
for pursuit but daylight had scarcely
broken when we found a steamer In
our wake. As I afterward ascertained,
the girl bad been missed earl/ in the
Into the

along

as

Atlantic,

If driven

The People's National

Family Newspsper.

New-

New-

the o(h*-r three. It
centaine all important foreign calle

covered for himself what our physiologists are now beginning to teach—

If a man consumes tissue
In bard Intellectual work tbe way to
repair tbe loss Is by resting and not
by consuming more tissue In physical
exercise. To the majority of brain
workers oxygenlzatlon of the blood Is
far more Important than physical exercise, and there are two very good ways
to secure tbat: Sleep with your bedroom window wide open In summer
and winter, and, If you can afford It,
keep a horse and drive In the open air.
—Boston Watchman.

namely, tbat

news

York

Tri-Weekly

knew what was tbe matter with you
we would have decided to hold a port
mortem T—Harper*· Basar.
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Woald Kmw Later.

Patient—Now, doctor, whaf· the
matter with me, anyway?
The Head Consulting Physician—My
dear sir, do yon suppose tbat If we

Jeweler and Optician,

en·.
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